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ABSTRACT
.,. .'J',
.>.T~e .developlllent of instructional ma'<terial. for oper~tors
of imarin,e 'oilspill eo'untermeasures equipment is decr~bed..
Th~ purpose of th~ material wa~ to facilitate:..t~·e .rec.ll- o~
procedural tasks initially learned in cours.ea offer""'od-.by the'
01lspill co~n~ermeasur,es'Training U~it in St. JohriJ..s, ~~~,
"-.~
Once. the nee", for -new .material was demonstrated, the
aUdien<ae ehara~t~ristlc8 an.d tasks vere analyzed•. A printed
manual was se:H1cted.as· ~he~ most appropriate medium. A
PrEiUminary :Version ~u' pr~du~'ed'_',which was evaluated by
'content and audience specialists, and a sample of the .targ·et
''I ,", ' :
~~dience. It was als.o revie ...·ed by the manufacturers of the
equipment.• -Sub8e~uentlY 8. ti,nal .12JU Edition was produced.-
A panel of experts' rated the f,1nal version good :to
., .,
exoellent., ,Pilot testing ,inC;iicated that after extended
, , .
perlo.de of no, practic~'~r -ex'posure' to ~he spec~o.l1zed equip--
m,e,tit', ta'rget a~dience' rep,resen.tati'ves eo~ld su,ceessf.ullr"
l!-Mw9r qU9stidns ~. operating ptooe,duree _throughref~'re,?Ce
to the manual~. The oonttnued u'se of the ,manual," was
recommended' •
\.
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. CHAPTER OHE; 1Hf'RODUCTIOH
Genera~ ,BII:ekgr~un.d .
. , ~',~ .=h~/,~,8:J:.l.· 01'-- 1978; I!l. number of maj.or oil eompan1es
f:re ~;eparfl'lg.\for/xPl0ra.t.or~,dr:,~lin~ in the orratlo'ra
. waters of Newfoundland, Labrador, and No-va Scotia .. SporadicI . . . •
6.ff~hore drilling activity had occurraj in the region during
the prev:iou~ ten Y~8.r~, 'b~t ,1979 was 'ex,pBcted' to see a
. c;oncerted affort .. "This promised, if successful, to hr'lng a.
cons.iderable -boost to the ec~nolll~es 'of these provinces, . but
1:t: also raised the .poss"1bllity of sedous all spills on' the
~~~~abl~ fishing ;rounds whic~ eXiS~ in' :he same ar\~a.
... At thie eaaie. t.ime, as. '~!lst coast exploratl?n acHv! ty 'was'-
l~Crea~~~g. the oil companies exploring. In 1.h~' Be'aufo.rtSea
w,exe ~.e'vlelOPing plans to ship oil from, that area' to markets
;... '; i~: Ea.stern Cana.da and the' UJ;lited Sto.~es of AlIIerica. The oii
.:;':': W~~ld be carried in speciill tanke.ra, using a rou~e throu~h ~
/1':"".[' the ~orthwe!'t1P'assage to Oa,vis ~t;a.i. t, then 'southward aiong
. :'\! the Labrador boast 'and past insular Ne'olroundland· ~o their
:·'·,;i d•• '1n,UonB. IS~Oh t,nk.r~ would 0"0 be,' B,ureo of r~Bk ofIi. I. . '
01:1 spi~h i? [the .regiO,n.
..r<"., ,. "'~" .'.~-
'.'
Ip.t·roduction
In 1978, St, 'Jol1n;8 vas alread)' ~ centre of, Canadi~n
expertise- In oilepill co~nterllleasu'res, The lotarine'
Em~~gencie~ arll of the Cll.nll~ia·n c~ast .Guard (CCC) .ma;nt·a~.tl~
\
\.
. .
a"con·sid'erable. depot- of lJquip16ent, and lltat10ned a'sllIall
c!Ldr~ of. tra·~ne~ pe~~onnel 'in t:~e city. It was 'alBo i~ th~.
,p~oceSS.'Of,.....e.qUiring sOllie of 'tl)e ~ewe8't 'European equiplll8nt
\ I' • '.~or c:omb~tting offshore oil .s~llb,
: )'.
I. In ~ept'ember of t,~&t year, the Centre. for Cold Ocea,n '
Re~ou~c~s E~g'in"er'ing (C-CORE)' at Memori~l' tiniver'S~it; 'of'
Ne",foundland ("HUN) received'a request for inf'ormation on " ~
. t'~ainin-g' programs ~o~ oil~pill cou"ntermes;:s~r,es-- equ~PIl.en~'
. op~rttors.. - rh.e reqU,e~~u.. - fro II a COII~any in the NOf;th~~eat
. Territories ..,blch V&8 provid"1;nk It. reponse tea~ .in th~t 'area,
COinci.dent wit.h that req~e_st•. the" oil coapanies 0l?er«t1ng on
the, east _:p~st ~ere plannirr( ho-w bea:t' to, fult.HI 'the~~
~blig!!-tlon.·to federal and provincia'l .governlllentll· to ·be ab1-e·
'. ."., . ..... , .'
to clleal-effectively vith any spUl r~.uJ.. ting from the1r
act~~it'ie~~ A!l in~ua~ry ~o:-o~~rat~ve '.~&8' being 'diac:u~aed:,
.whicb would buy ~quiplllent and mll1ntain a reponss capa.bll1ty.
Thi's group ..... o~ld.~lso' nl;"e~ ~'2.. tra.iri' e~ui~lIlent.. oper.atpr'e
(Grenville .r:.n.d St.ro~g, 1981).
(
.j"
.. ",.....
,.~
'. ,;
;.:::---' ". ,,'
D1s~uasl'on8 . took place' lnvolv,lng tour local 8gefi~1es:
Marine Emerg~neies, the Coll.eg'ft of Fisheries,CCG
~ . Introduction
''V"'"
", l'
,'\l'
...
Navigation, :H;rine-, EngineS'r'lng, . an~ Ele~\rOni,eB (th6
, College)'r and' two g:t:0ups _within,' MUN", the Exie~i~n'S.~rvice
- .. ' , . - ",
and Ce,90Rf; These, di,",U89ione resulted in thE!! sul:lDiiB~ion of
a pr~p~8aJ by -~-COR£ to tJi~EaBtcoa~t PetJa,oleulII 6pere:tor~'
'~,8soclilion f'EP!,~·),. -for funds tp, develop ~ t~~lng prog~II':
for' o~lspl11 .equipment: o·paretors.-, Thill program . \i.ou~'d: be
imple~~en.ted ttlrou~h -an in1 titl:llY' Inf,ormal. 'group~ .. made up of'
llIelllb~r8' of<th~ fou; organizations, :to ,be known 8S the
01J,spil,1 Counternasures TraIning Unit -"OCTU.
,
One particu,lar &lIpect & the proposal waS" the creation
of reference lllat.~ial. for the trainees.-for use b9th dU~ing
'thE) course. a.~dJ''''''more imporotant.ly, 'to assist tha~ in later
.reca~l~ng the o~era'tin.s:·P7oced~ra.s. In Nove:m"ber , the a'uthor
w.~·f5· engaged' by HUN Ex.tension Service to develop tb'e'"
ma\.erial.
. I~ ,
, , ,
.. "The firet cour.se to, be aeveloped WfLS deeigno.d to teach •
. 'the basic, .operlLtion or '8.' variety of pieces of equipment used
. t~ ¢Oll.till~ ~,n, .oil··~Pll~.· Exiaiing equipment· 18 It'sual'l:Y
,. "'.
\i..
:". : ','.' '.:' .. "';.' :.";:,.. .... ' ~,
Introduction
consider.ed to be for US& either offshors, that is tn open
w~ter subject t'o ocean· -waves, or inshore, in sh-elte:rej
waters such 'as bays' and harbours. The ..concen~rat;on I of. th!'l
- . -
first' course, "Orfshore One" was on. the off.shore equipllent,.
but t~e inshore' 'equipment was discussed' briefly ....·A.
complementary "Ins,hore One", course vas for~lieen; which woul.d
havs the opposite empha,sis. An "Orfshore Tlio'~ cour's~ "as
also env1saged, which would ,deal. with the offshore equiplD.llnt
1n greatez: detail.
The Offsncw;.e 'One course was one week in length and
'1.t. heavily oriented towad. practical., "hands-on" instr\lction, on
the aetual·equ·ipa:ent. Instruction vas to b~ done by staff of
the lCollege and ceG. Repressntatives of ~th~r organizati~ns
were to, be invited to give ir;struCtion in ~eneral mattera'
concerniJlg' oil spills, but the relativ.e ttme allotment '01&8
veTy small c,olDpared ,,~ t.he lDai~ activity of.ieachl~g the
Qperatl'on of the, equipment.
Introduction
..
Broad Specific"tion for ~Mat8rial
The initial requ~relll.e.nts r~r the material vere dravn up'::;
. by(the QCTU gro'up (E;J!.lsolll~ ~9?8, Note 1,>. In sUlllmary, t'hese
Con~ent: offs,hore and in-shore oils'pill ~ountermea8~.r.es-
. ." ~ .
sq-ulpment operatiQn, and so IDS b8ckgr~und on ollspills
a~d environmental \s:pects, iq line vith the courses
being developed;
Purpose: to provide r~rerence material. for. uae by trainees
. d~rln<g and especiallY,arter their coursej and
Sebedule: a' us.oable 'pr?liminary version ,t~' 'bQ availab.le c_.
the first .-course in early summer, '1979.
The &uthot:' vas to dev'elop th~ ~aterial from scratch
with minll11a.l.supe~vis1onother '"than of ~ ':proJect lIiinageJOent .
nature. Th,e OC:rU groupls ma-Jor ?oncerne were:, that the
material ~hould b'e or high quality and avai1abl"e in good'
\
time ~nd within bUdA:e~.
IntnoduC'tion
The concept 'of "a manual" 11&9:. inherent in the or:i,&~nal
OCTU. PloposaL Neverthele.ss, lj.. "'-~s felt that this
concl¥sion should - be re"'h .... e.d in' a systema;ic .fashion, to
ensu;re that this was the most appropriate solution to th~
. .
bapi.""c' problem: the n~,ce'~s1ty t.o pro.vide a lIeans to
'facilitate ..,rhe re:tenti?n of the op.eration. Qf. oilspill
countermeasures E!qui~lIlent,' . learned dur'i~g a courss of
instruction, but. withoutfollO~aup'.~ractice.
CHAPTER' TWO: TH~ HEED FOR MATERIAL DEYELOPHENT
The Need tor Material
./ The put:pose of the, init1&1 'OCT~ co'urs'e ~a~ to tr"ain a '
grpup. of persons .which would t»f"n bEr BvAUabls, in the sven't;'
ot. a~ oil spil'i'in the _regi'on',~ to operate th'. variety' of
equipment required for an -effect1~e c~untl:lrlll.a'lIu.r.s
operation. They :would~ork under 'the sup~rvisio'n ,0£ 0:11
. .
company or CCG personnel. The trainses would: have 'f~,ve days
ot training on 't~e eq'ul~ment', 'after whic~ 'they wOUl~' return
to their usual-~llIployme~t (Gre~ville'and -~trol).gt 1981.). '
:,\' ,.""."/,.. ,','
!o number "of s~ur'ces'of trainees ,~ere discussed in the
.ear~~ ..s·t~g,es of th~ ~r0:1ect. , These 'sra explained In. dstail
"'in Chapter Three, but. it Is rslevan't to .not's that ,a.lthough
. " ", '. . '> ..•
many tr~ineell _~ere ,eJ:tpected ~o have 1l0llle exp~rience of the
B,ea or the ~rlne ~nduetryl' none were -~xpec'ted to. have any
flc·c.e~ to the.. oll~piil equipme.nt.,: ot'~er tp.an, thro,igh. the
course 'and' an~ ret~~8her ,t.z:oaining ·that iiilght bs. arranged.
T,hue' the prillla~)' requ,irfiment to~' the material was to
faoilit.ate retention andirecall of the couree content, wh'1ch
'vO~ld normally be#,r~pidly fOrg~'tte~.
The Need for Ma.t.erial· Development. .
There' are t.~o U'oncepts of t.he m~chanisl!l by which
forget.ting ~ccurs: inteI'"ference and trace decay (A4ams, '!
, .,
1967; Schmidt, 1975). Very briefly, interference theory
holds that. le'srning a. task ot.her than t.he one pr-imarily"
u.nder cons1derati~,n cause~ forget.ting ot. that ,prilla~y ·'t.ask.
~f t.he, s.econ,dary ~earning/.precedes. lear.ning th~, Ilrimary
, task, in~errer:'.~nc.e is proactiVe; i~ it" r~l1ows, 'lnt~lre'rence
is 'retros"clive. TraCee decay t.heory ··states." t.hat, torget.tihg is
a purely time-dependent functi-{l.n.
T~e tasks which t.h.e msterial would "be coverJ..ng wer.e
primarily lll?tor s~ill procedures. ,Mos~ of the r~search on
i-o~g-t.erlll retention of '.'IlIotor skills haa ro,!: sud on the.
parameters of' retent.ion, ,rathsr than t.he. the echanisl%Is of
" forgsttingi. and t3ftrerore the::e is no .co~.eensl.l as to ~h~~h
of the. two theorie.s l~,~he l>rilllsry cause. 'In llIsJar r~view
of rsseardh b'n the retention of 1lI0tor, ski
Shields an~ Katz (1978) co.ncluded ·t.ha~ the e vas no r'~"al
evidence for trace ~e'cay" a~d' that" interfer nee ill u.nl1ke~y
to be s,lgni£:ican.t U~i88~ the other· lear ing ill closely
'rela.ted. Nev~rthel'ess", ~e~Pl,er'do rorg £" • as ,re8ellr~h'.
~, .
liwariably shoWd (Schmidt, 197'5(" t.nd
knowledge, indicates.
/.
!LS, common,
\ The Need for Haterial' Oe'veloplllent
J
Res·earch he·s indicated that there
9
,
considerable
aifterences b~~!'(8.~n the retentio!'''' of continuous task skills
and of procedu~al taska. A continuous t~ak {also called a
perceptu-aJ,-motor task}. is, 'def~ned as a teal:' \ll'\ich involves
< <
repetition of· lIovement patt-erns 'which pav~. no discernible I
start or' tiniah, such as ~teering an eut'olDobile ··(Adains~
< <
..1~67)., A pro.cedl.ir~l teak, W~.I ,de.f1npd by Schende'l !! !!i .
'(1978" ~a a,.fix,?d 'ge~uence of discrete t811.ks," wh~ch
:them;'e,~:-,~'8, haV~;!l~f1neable .s-~art. a~d' erid Po0'int,s, ,~,ndar:e.' 01'
8ho~t dU're.tJon •.Changing automobile gears with a ma~ual
shift· syste.m: was th'eir exalllpl~. Another examp.l~ would be
preparing. ,and 'atart~ng a piece of machinery~
< <
)~ ~eneral, re:search; has "ahoyn tJn:t:. co.ntin~9u8 task
aki~"ls are r'etained very. ,,,,ell ov.ez: consHerable .p~r1ods (~p
to :tvo y,e.rs) in 8·eve~·1l1 types of ta~k.8i· ;U~.h 88 tracking
(AID!Dons',. Fa'rr, Bloch, .Neumann, Dey, Marion, and, AlIll:l(~n9,"
, , " . .
1.958) and. balanc:ing (R()shrig, 1964). AdamI!' and Hufford
..(1962') found that a ten month .l..nte,rv:al' of no-pu'ctice'did
. n~:t-·· degrad~ continuous 'flight-co'ntr9l~~e~,ponge9.
Conversol)', prooedural taak skills appear'to be
forgo~t.en very qUic~ly. Ammona .!1 !.l reported proficiency'
,loaa~e of up to fifteen per oe~:t over one "da)", a~d fifty to:
The Need for. Material Develo"pment
'0
aeveiity-five per c-ent over periode of six months to 8. yea'r.
An interval of two years resulted in 10S.S8S. of sixty to
ninety per c~nt, depending on the original level of mas.tery.
Thee!'. types of resulte w~re. borne 'out In II; number other
studies (~"g.• Mengelkoch, Adl!rms; and Gainer, 1971; .Grimsley.
1969). SChendel.!1'!.!'.reported a number of US ~111tary
stu~ies wnic~ support the 'same generalization.
S
.' :A preliminary revi~w qr' the S~1l18 to be tr~ine.d 1'n the
. .
OCTU cpurse revealed that they \fere mostly of a proc~duial
nature. There were very few continuous. motor ta.sJc~'~ _
Furihermore, the discrete elements of the procedural tasks
w~re not 'complicated in .th.emselv8s: ~hus the' goal for the
.material was seen to be' the facilitation ~f the retention of
(or., 1n view of the f'lndings on' .the degree to which sk.iHs
are ro:r,~otten, . virtually re-instruct) the 'procedui"a~ ~!lSk8
Inv·olved i.n operating ~h.e equip~e.nt.
, i Alternative Solutions
i
Three alternative, were U\1ntitied a,e Q~lng theoretic-
ally daps.ble· ~f' achieving ".the, g~al: retr~i'n~~g, practice.
the equipment. Qr '8eU'-study o~ inatructiona:l lIl&terla1. '
;\
1•••:.
The Need for Material Devel~pment 11 ~.j'(o-
·..
R.tralDiDg~ Thi,s was identit1ild 8S being ,pos'~ibl~
thro~gh a f,ollow-up ~ourse, Orf9~_qre T.... o. However, t.hla
oour's8_was not f,ore'see'n as .being for all tho.s8 r'ho took the'
first cou~~~. Act,ual r:fresher..'·,trairvlng walL~een by',OCTU aa
an i.lIlpra~ttcal "Sol.utlon", ;for' reasons o,r cost and work-load'
. .' . . .
o~ ).nst'ru'ctors, since the frequency. would"' ,need t6 be qui te
high U he' skills 'were to'· be malnta.,lned 'at ac'ceptable'
level;
Pr'actice Sa.soloDe. Slyce the ~l!ment concerned is
la'tge and heavy, special arrangements would be required to
!:iake it av'ailable for '):ractice. Such "arI'angemen"ts
conaid~red impz:actical, chiefl)" on cos"t grounds.'
_SeH'-Studl Materials. It. appeared that: •. i1' se~f-study
mater~:als could provide the Recessary instrul?tion. they
would be. the llIost practical solu~ion.
R~chardson l19~7) conclude..d that mental practice of.
pr6-c~d-ures-.could s1gn1fic"nt~y I;lnhance t~e r'etention -.of
procedural mo~0:t: -tasks. Ot.~_e.r research (McAllister., .1953;
Hoi'ding, 196~) ,hll~ shown ·th,~; ve~bal cues can also improve
the ",ainten.nce .of_ procedural task .skills. Finally, Grimsley
.(1969) found that training': per8onne~ 'in a 92-etep procedure·.
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vas equ~llY ,erre~t1v-;;' using the real equip~ent or a drawin;l3:
with ~ high .degree of (unctional similarity. Thus ,it
. appeared tha_~ self·9t~dy mateiie..~, which, c'ont&ined
verbal/t;xtural cues' ~nd -¥4sual rep.~eseniat1ons ought to be
f!tf.fecti.ve at .m9~n taining ,}he' Sk·t!ls taught ,'·'in 'the OCT~·.
course wh~n' used' to prolllot'e bl"ehtal pr~c~ice' of the,
procedures. ThiS'" supported the' bCTU' 'group's original,'
" . '. II'. . .
concept, ,and 90 ,the solutio!1,of provrdin g the trainees with
self-st)Jd;y materials ....se ado~t.ed. I
Alterna:tiv'e Sources at Materials
Since the cost of de,velaping new materials is
:inevitab,ly t,ligher than ~ither using exleting !lIaterial
unchanged or adapting material. from' other .80urc~8, the
suitability of available ma\et'ials, vas ass8sse'd for the
'purpose ~t hand. Three soorcee of m~terial were ident1r1e'd:
publiahed literature.,' other courses. and the. ~pment
manufacturers.
PUbl1~hed Literature. Althou~ there is a considerable
'~ody 'of, l:terature: geno'rally concerned with - oil apHis, tt
1s allll"ost entirely of a 6cientif.ic natu.re, or· is
informational b.ut nct.-specific. Sesl.'ches of, relevant lncf!cea
revealed ,only one' item·of '& pedagogic 'nature. To quote the
publication itself, !h!.~~ Oi1spl11 Cleanup: -
" ••• is designed to provide basic' information to the .
pUblic at large a'nd to those per.Bons who ma~ctuallY
":have to deal \l1th the'.Cban-up o.f. an oil sPt: • although
i t ~s not intended to serve as, B,. .field manual.
Tne-Need tor Hateri&! 'Oevelopment I)
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(Fingas. D,uv&,l and Stev~nso~, 1979, Forsword)
The- con-tent of the Dook' 1s both gen'erai (in. terms of
~'quiplllent) and specH'te (in terms of the theoretical apsects
6f oil spJlis). Whllst it pr.ovtded· interesting ,and useful
background reading, it was_Judged to be: of little direct
.V'alue, either for, adoption or adaptation. The mai,n reason
'for this j udgeme:t was that the book contained 'no
information on the actual.operation of the equipment•
.1'
ltAterla1! tt:'o.Otb~r "Courses.' There we:e three oilspill
counte:llIes.,sur~s schools in Engli'sh-speaking countries. :rIlO
werlt in Tex:as and ons, in England. Both ~exan schools,' at
Texas, AIM University and -Texas An University issue manuals
to their tra'inees, and c'opies_ of each were. obtained for
~valuat1on (~exas .E,nginee~ing Exten~sion Servi~: ,197"i" Texas
AU ,UniveraJ:ty, undated). Although dit.fering greatly in
preaent~don. both contalne'd' a lltUe inf'oru.t1on 'on evs'ry
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,aspect o).:.pil splJ1..,~, and were appare.nt1.y des'lgned f9r\tJhose
~~." .
respons1:ble for,~~ lDanagement of a counte~lDeallurell
operation. Furthermore, both concentrated on nearsnore
SI';)"1118 and associated equipment, an"d di,~, not cover the
of.£'snore eq~iP.lDent, which was .to be fundusn'tal 'in the' OCTU"
course. Consequently , both wsre judged unsui table.
The 8choo~ in Engl~nd ..,as ope~~ted by ~r1t"illh . Petroleull
Llm1t~d. A!ember of the OCTU group atte.nded .the ~ch~ot.· and
;
eported back 'th_at the materials available \lere duplicated
hand·outs, and. did not deal \11th the operat.1o"n of the
, equiPIll.e-nt. As with t~e Texan schools, the Qa1n audience ..,49
comprised of management level personnel.
sought.
Materials in languagee other than English
. "
were not
'",:"
Materials fro. the Equip.ent HaDuraotttrers. The eCG had
,copies of all the materl~1s supplied with 'each pie,ce of
equ'ipment, This material ",was of 'variable U8eru\~,~~';in
content and f'orlllat. Hone of it wae published in the' usual
senae of the word••
..:;,"":".' ~:: .
·The quan_ty.of t.he.content ranged,trom the very III1nimal'
lnfor,iaatlon contain·.ed ln the brochu~e supl1ed w~th t~
V\kolll& 'Seapack. to a' full maintenance manual for _the Framo .
skilllDiar. syiltem, \oIhieh lncluded c.onslderably)"more lnf'o'nati.on
th~n 'n ~perator \oIould need, or evan lIant. Most.of the' basic
·oper.ating "iri8truct~on8 c,~~1d be _:round ,in thil! lII~ter.1al, but·
it w~a. i.nadequa..te. f~r use as 1.nstructional.llIaterlal ..
The' forllls·ts or'.. the manufahturers' material also varied'
vi.dely, -'both in p~ge, size; type size:, and iilustrative
detail. _Th,!' 8lD.~~,ler tYiilfaces v-ere',di!'ficult to read,
~eproduetlon would have been .dlficult.
..nd
,Overall, it \oIas considered that €he use o-t the l:Ianu-
fact~rers' llIater1a~ flU supplied fl .1I0ul.d be' innapproprla te,
and tha:t ,adaptadon ,lIouid be 8S lnvol)red as dev",l-.oplng new
mahrt-aI, IIb1.1st, 1e,8s" satis£actory. It vaa therefore
concluded that nell .~.;.~~erla~ should be developed.
R';'tlonale for -the Develop.snt of Material
,E~e.minat1:on of' ,exi·a.qng m~ierial .eatabl1!3hed· that.
de~~lopm~nt or-'new instjuct1on,al' lllater.1.a{ loiS,:! 'reqUii"ed, the
purp~a,e o:f wh:1oh '-.Iss to enable· persons who ·had received'.
.:.,',., .... '.
·j
;.
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instruction in ,the ~a8ic o~eration cit certain piltcea of
e:uipment.- dur,lng a -one-.w,ask ·co~r·se.--to 'refreSh, their
.knowledge or operating proC.edures throughout. extended
periods without practice. ~',
It 11&8 intended t~at OCC~Si~,8;.~~81:.PCe lIes~1ons might,
be arranged whlch ",ouid refre.13h s'u.rric1ently·=t,he actu~l
motor skills 'involV:ed,' givlfl'i t.hat· these. are retained much
better then procad~ral. ~kii15. . .
Content inrorlD~tlon was to be obte:lned ~~cilll· tvo iDa in
. .
scure'es, the manuf'actuers 1 lihrature and si-afC at. Cea
l-i,:rine ElIIsrgeneie s (Newfoundland), . who .hap. conSl~~rable
expsriencetin operating the equipment. Primary r~llpon81b­
ility for tJ,e development of the uterh.l" was giVen-to the
author and HUN Extensldri Service,
, .~
;., . ,~ :;,:
The p;Qoject schedule called r,or ~r~l1min~ry drafts of
.the sec~ions on, specifically offshoz:e equipment tc! be.
r a'vallable l;w April 1979, 'lJith -a r.ull'~raf;t e'dition to bs
produced by ·the end o£ 'July' th,:t y'lsr. This lIould be ~
reviewed and'svaiuated, an'd s' fiq..al editl~n
produced ,under a new. p~)oposal. ~t ~ 1&tar da te,
-'~-~-"- .
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Many lIlodels ·of th:~ process o,f instructional'devel6pment; "
hays 'been published, the co~plexity of 'which range frolll the
ver.y" 9illlPl~ to the exceedingly complex. ,Ho~ever.', '~re'gatd'le9s'
of the ~illlpll'c'1ty: or "complexity of a particular 'systems
ap;r;ach l : to \, deve;O~~~g in~truc~tonJ ~'!all "'modele ha,vel man~
;i:m'i~at~ ti~a" (~w'e{~erl' U~bac~, 'an~' B~c~. ,1972:' P")" ~he
process adopted f~r this projl!ct was 1Il0,delled, in Figure 1.
~t .incorp~~a ted' the COmlll,oll:",ele':Il'e,ntB ~p p'ubl\~hed m.odela,
adap~ed t-o ~tJ!.t the particul~r Ci~'cum~tancer of the project.
, . ,:. " ' '~~;", -' ,
The, lIajor step~ln the process are r.eflected in the ro~low-
'. 'fng 'chapt~rs of ~he, report.
/'
For the' purposes of the'report. th'e. Bt.EjPS of t~e
process are ,deacrlbs'd .1n lin'ear f~shion. This' does,' n,ot'
reflect accurat~iy the seq,uenC'8, of levent~. ,particular,ly in
the atepa leading .l:lP to the' testing Qr' audience. reac'U;C1h.
The int~,raction of th8:varl"Qus.: activitie'S,_4l!.r.1ng this pha~e
~'re ,dia~rl\lllmed '111, Figure i. tl).ou'gn a,till in a a~lIlpl1f1.ed
way~ as 18 u8ua-r ,in' th'e preaentation ,of auch models.
," .
"
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I
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and '. .' .
Recommenda tions.
"l. '.'
Figure 1. The development 'pr,06eae·.
I
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CHAPTER ~HREE~ ANALYSIS OF TRAINEE CHARACTEiiis'ncs
\
The definition of 'tl):e primary users fO.r ~~or:il the
. .
IB&terl:al.; was designed- was' simply ,th.ose ,parso,ns who ..,o.uld be,
hUng the 'OCTU cour.ee. ~lthough a'n~mb~r of likely li"ources
a/"trainees were -iden.tifled durln~ the el}rly st&g~~ of ,the
development of the cours'e, it wAs'decided by the OCTU group
.that th.ese would n;ot nec'sssarily be;" the only persons,
Adm! tted. It, wa.s there£'or~ decided by the group t.bat ~nly a
gener~l profile should be used to ;ferine potential trainaBIs,
and hence user.s of -the material ~Corlllack, 1979, Note '\-.
This hnera"l profile ie, presented' in Table 1.
Expected' "Elitr:y Ablr1ties
The- e~perlence as:pect of the. profile was not 89,e~ as
,.. forming a d'efi'nite requirement, rather that such' a back-
D gro·~nd would be, dee1reab}.e in assis.ting "trainees to leart)
t~e' 'course cC!.n,t·~nt. "It vas foreseen the:t. t~,e probability of
persons totally lacking ih relev&,nt experience· taking tbe
course Wall low, .!lincs the trainees would be Bent by an
'Z'"
Analysis of Trainee Characteristics
Table 1
~eneral profile ot traineeu.
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Characteristic
". Sex
...r..
iearning
, Ability
Entry
AbiHties
Formal
._ OCTU
Cri terion
Ad,ult _:.
None
, N~,"e
None
Expected Norm
18 to 45 or 50,
depending' on physical
fitness' .
. Males would be g~eatly
- -predominant
Functionally lIterate
at general societ,al
level for' Atlantic
Canada
General /ilxperlence
with COllUllon small
tools i sOllie famlliar-
i ty loll th tne operation
of powered _machinery;
Bome familiarity w1 th
the S8a.
. Analysi. of Trainee Characteristics 2.1
amp'loY,er fn virtually all Instances, jd employe~s would be
.unlikely to be willing to pay for' eomeone unsuitable.
b.asis•. It is ueed. f0z:. ·e.xample,
. Tr",ining Service. .which. arrangee ma,~y technics'! and trade '\
cou.rses for .the' ~il industry (Anderson, 1983, Note 3).
"00 :rhis type of· informal filter mechanism is not uncommon
in. agencies providing courses to indu~try OIT an actual-co~t
by the Pet:t:oleu'm Industry
Learning Ab"ll1tiee and Implications
With such a 14mited:·definition of the target sudience
and with no provision to be made ~or pre-testing, the esta'b-
l1shment ~f any. meaningful description of learning ab~ities
w&e. impossible:\ Even such limitations as nhig~-school
gr~due.tesll would in all likelihood. be broken. at least
occasionally.•
.~ .
As an" alternative,' it was decided to design the p~~to­
type ma'terial on the basls'of generai principhs (simpli:~tY.
or" language and copl.ous 'illustration), and to correct for
~ny deUden.cie's
formative evaluat~on.
COli prehension problems after the
• I (
'i;
(Cormack,' 1979, .Note 2).
'r,.'
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CHAPTER FOUR: TASI AHALISIS
,-'!'he Tasks ot·:an Equip.eDt Operator.
. In examining just what. an equipuTit jperator needs to
know,_ it. was "round that in 'addition to~th~ basie operaUng
prineipl.ed of a number of pieces: of equipmen'lf; some other
a~pects were important. '.Pri.m~rllY these" related' to saret(
. .
considerations. but th~ OCTU group requeste.d t~at SOllie
content be included describing the situation in which the
op~rator would be working, for exampie the ,management
. .
structure a~ove him, a brief ~ec..tion on cleaning shorelin911
and harbours, and som~ infor.matlon on the envfronlllent's
effects' on oil sp"lls. These aspects .....ere considered to be -
supplementary to' the major Job of equipment operation
I /
'f1:!.e Major Tasks - Oparat1ng tbe. Equ1punt'
There are tvo bas'1c metll.ods of counteracting- a:,toil
spill. 'the first, and p~erer&bl'~, method 18 to cont~in - 1;he
oil and then to rlj.'l~ov.er it. The alt8.nat1~8 is to 8p~ay
chemical dispersants" oll; the floating oU, to sped" ,up the
....;..
Task Analysis 2)
natural pro.cess· of diapersd and degradation. Thsi'e ha"ve
been' other, methods proposed a;d expe~im'ental1Y ~ried,- b,yJ;
none ~ere operatio~al at the Hme (Ryan. 1~?9, Note 4). Th~
major pi~ces of ~qUiP.ment to be operate.d are shown in. Table::
2, i~.the. c~nte:l(t ,of their fiJ.nc~i~n ~nd.~ppropri.ate u,sage.
Figure 2 shO,tiS the f.'iJ;'st bre~kdown ot .the equ'ipllIent
operator's role into its major tasks•. T}l.e op~ration' of each
piece of. offshore ~quipE!!ent is -ftirtlje'r bro.k~n down into
procedu~'es in Figures.3 to 6. The next. levI!!! down ~ould be
the actual elellle~ts of the procedures, Ilhich are described
in the final material (ippendix A).'
SUbflidl&ry Tasks
Sarety. Any wprk associated with tbe sea or with··oll
produc t-s can' b'e '·dl!-nge;ous •. I t was the-rlCor.e. considered
essential, to consider safety a's a part' of the m~terio.l,
although"\~ dO'~8 not rsadiiy fall l~to the cato'gory 9f a
.. task. F,ive groups ot hlizJlrds were ident~fi~d"in co~s'J~at1on
.·with .the'1/.ontl!l~t 'BPec~al.iet8·I',machinery 'and ~·'e'qliiPlllBn~}.
~eneral h~ard8 o~, being at sea; hazards ~n ).arg? yess'elsj
The rules for
. Task A~al'ysiB
I)·\'L~J·
t
Table 2
Major equipllent types
Functton'
Containlllent~ .Re.co~ery
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Offshore'
Inshore
Vikoma
Oceanpack
Vlkoma
.§.eapack
~. ~~~~~ !l~xy- ?
.~ ..
,
.
FralllO
ACW 400
Slickbar
Transvac
Small Disc
Skimmers
Slickllcker
\iarren
Springs.
Spray Eqt,.
'1larren
Springs .
Spray Eqt.
(
".~~ "r~
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/ Operates offshore Vlkollla Ocean pack
containment equlptl«}llt - (Fig~re 3)
.~
Kno·ws. and obeys' _ (Figure 7)
safety rules
Operates small boats - (Figure a)
'Oper~t~s' por,table VHF _ (Figure" 9)
radio equipmen.t '
~.
Offshore
Equipment"
Operator
~~~~~~; ~~~~~~~~t
Operates offshore
·,tran~fer equl~ment
Operate,s dipersant
, . spraying equipment
_ Framo -ACW System
(Figure 4)
- rt~:~r:u5)'s
_ Warre.n Springs
Eqt. (Figure...6)
.'
--lnshore equlpl:lent
-{
(Figure. 10 - 13)
He. limit.d .'" 800"lin. Cleaning
knowledge of • ~'~;~~~~:e 'ream-
Environmental
. Aspec~'
Fig\li'e 2. Overall task analysia.
for offshore equipment operator.
,',:';"'- ... :.'- , :'/"". ,.,:::'
Task Analys1s
J
Operat1on
of V1kollla
Oceanpack
i'
.'
Know purp'ose and' pr1ncpl~s of opera't.ion"
Start e'ng1~e
Prepare for lay1?g th,e boom
Activities, during operat1on
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"
• -[ W1th vessltl w1nch -
. ~Qcovering the boom _
)lith V1koma capstan
. r-
Repacking t,he' boom (t ,
'l
Figure 3. Task analysis for operation of V1koma Oceanpack'.
.,,,--,
Task Analysis
Opt1ration
of the.
Fral!!.0 SYS1em .
. start, eng,ine fJ
, ~
Preparationa.. ~or slc.1mming
'/(l Teamwork
Skimlllin; .-{',' ~l, ",r~ng Disesw •
opera tiona' .' , ;.
. Chang'ing Receiv~ng
. Tanks
ReeO,vering the skimmer
Stowing tl1e systetd:
Figure 4. Task analysis for_opere·tion ot Framo ACW System.
,:'
':.",
/ '-
Task Analysis.
1
Know purpose end principles af opera tioR
~ ~par&tions for a~tachlng hydraulic 11nes
Operation of Connection of hydrs,!lic lines
Framo Pumps
Connect~n-g cargo hose
Operation of pump controls
/
Figure 5. Task analysi-e ..lor operation of Fr~lIIo pumps,
/
:.:,'
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Task Anlilysis
Know purpose and principles of oper~tion
Rigging 'the spray booms
~'
fl.: ",
OpsraUon', of
Warrsn Springs
, Dlspsrsant ,
Spraying
Equipment
~..<...,..."~~'
Rigging the surface breaker boards
Launch-ing the surface br:saksr' boards
Spraying op~rationa
Re~'ovsring' the surface breater lto~r4S'
-,
'j
'. Figur'e 6.• Task an'aiYs18 for, operation ,of Warren Springs~,,' diapsreant' Bprsy'.i,ng ,~9-ulp~8nt.
, .
/' "-
,f'. ',.,,,. 'i",i:, ""='J;;'i~~,*=:~:'=.",~.;-"'",.""·".=N·",,,.c,.""·•.• "'".~.',",'~'.~'~L
:.:.....
Task Analj'81ll1
''-
,
-i"saraty awar:naaa. Aspects of workGeneral rules .• Clothing. " Ship-to-ship ........
" transfer
',~
Safe.ty rules
for work~ng
'at sea
..
C" ",,_.
C.hal~ command
--,.
. intClrac;t.lon wlUt....
vessel.. crew .
"'ire prevention
'{' Boat o-pe-ratiop
Rules for working'
. on slllall boats sa:ret~r equipment
L1feJackete ' ;
Figure 7. Task Ilna'lYa18 for safttty &t.. 1l!J1l· . ./
..
. . '
J .':' ~.;"'._.·..r··-·
.".'1,.
T~8Jc AnalysIs
s••liBoat W'or'keJkany 'aspects' "of ollepi~l work require
. . .,", . .'
the' use of lllU.ll boata. Th·j.a is ~articularlY true for 1n-
·.sbore-'oper~~~ori~.,·,;~ "would 'be unw.; se. t.!) ~ss1~n a person' t.o
h~ndle. even a s~al~' bo¥ un~es·a uJir-. pella'on, wa.s exrerf-enced
~.n do,ing ~o" 'bllt it' \faa fel t that' this ,may happen unde.r
e~re8S~re of c1rculftstances. 'C~ns;quentlYI it was decided, t.o
_ l' .. '. ',,'
1ncor'porate c.onte.~t on general ua.n 'boat ,h.!ndling.
Both C.CG and~th~ ,~ndustry co-op~ ,~stcoast Spi!l
Respo·nae' Ase.1tia,tion (ESRA) ~er,e. ·equ·ipped with 21 ft. Boston
Whalers. The operation of these" craft was included 1n the
'nall "b08;J section. A breakdown -Df 'thes'e tasks is show,n' in.
Figure 8.
Radio Ua~e It wa,s considered likely that ope~ators
lIlight. ,~,.nd ,it/. neces~ary 'te: use portable VHF t:adios (walkie-
t.atkie) ot the sets. flitted i~to the Boston W"halers. It was.
the~Etfore appr'oprlate to include sou !elementary inBtrUet1~~
, .' , \. \
on the use of this equi~m,~n.t: The task elements are ehow'n in
Figure 9.
l
""';--"~; ..'~'
Know 'the dangers
and safety. rUEtSr
for aaall boa t.s
•
Taak Analysis
Sul1 boat·
operation
Know. prlnctples oC ·boat. handling
Know the nrule~ of the. roa~: ~.
. .~'1.."an: ovarbo",d
Capsize
'LOlis oC power
. (let tini: lost.
Pre-launch checks
Launching
.-~.".
)2.
\.
\
\
, .
Operstion oC 211ft.
Boston Whal!lr
Electric· starting
Manual :8tart1n~
Controls
. Towing'
(
... \
~:~..;~: ....~'
. "Figur~ 8. 'Task analY~1e for s~~ll boat operation.'
.:......
"'-"-',':;
~;;..
.,: ..~~".;;:~.'
JJ
KnoW' principles and rules of opera. ticn
Channel selection
:- ~.;
/
Transmlt/r.eceiv~ operation
Volume control
PortabJ,o.'VHF
radio operation.
Radio speech
techniques
.
Bulc principles
"over ll and "outll
-Code words
n'1stre"BS. messages
,
Urgenc)' lIlessages
- .. Safety meS8age~
;/
!
~ .~- .
Figure 9.. Task analysi8 £or operation of portable VHF radio
equl}lll8nt.. '.
"""'"", '
· TfL~k Analys18
Inshore Equlp.~Dt Operation. Since the .material W88 to
, serve" for not' only th~ offshore courses but also the- insh;re
on'ea ~hich 'liere to be developed, full content' "(as elsa
required for thi's equipment. The relevarit tuk anal~se8 are
shown in Figures 10. to 13.'
Shoreline Cleaning.. This' type of work would not require
much training ·for the" operato~s, since it involves mostly
work wi.th sh~vels·, buckete and hoses._ Nevertheless, it was
desired by the OCTU ,group that some general infonation be
inclu~ed. There were no set tasks to an~.lyse.
,
.-rEnvironuotal Aspects. As vith the shoreline cleaning,
ther~_ were no ',taSkS for, this content, whicn WIlS included'
onIf for background information.
......
This WlL" the, anaiy s1s of taeks done for the Preltminary
Edition in, 1979. Some cl1anges wer6'-4.ntroduced for the 198"
Edition, ·whicn are..piscu~~ed in Chapter Seven.
IDterrelat-ion of TaBks
.At t.he task level, there were no crlt~cal. inter-
: relat.1o~8hipa identified; that 1a it W&8 not necellsar'y tor ~
'."
.,
Task Analysis
Operation of ~
ViJ-wl& Seapack
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Know' purpose and pri~ciples of operation
Preparing for la.unching
La.uRching
Starting the engin~
L.~g the boom
Maintaining tlle boom in use.,
. ~ Using a Framo jib .
Rec.ovej'ing the boom· ., L ..
II' Wit,h other equi.pm~nt .
# .
Figure 10. Tuk analysis for. operation _f Vikoma Seapack.
'-,
Task ADalysis 36.
Launching the booll
Figure 11. Tuk a~al,y~1a fQr. operatio'n of Hurull Flex,y-B~o •.
Operation of
Hurum Flex,y-
Booll
,~." .'
Deploying the boom
Use of dock sidee
. Anchoring
:--
Recovering anchors
Recovering the boom
:. ,;" :','
t Around a vesselc~v.e. end ,,,t.er1.." Rlve.rs
"
//.~~". . "~
," '.
..',.,..
Task .\nalysis
'Operation of
Sl1ckbar
Tranavac'
Know purpose. ,!,I)d pr.inciples of operation
PreparIng. to sk~1ll
Starting t.he engines
~-; Norlllai :;eration .
Stopping the .~'ngines { ,
•. Emergency stop
Checks during operation
.. ..
Clearing 8u~~lon'Hnes
CleanIng the tank
Di8conn~ct'ing'discharge nose
)7
.~.. .. "
Figure 1~. Tae~ aoal)'a18 ~or operation of Slickbar, Tran8~•.
Tule Analyst'
Know purpose and principles of' operation
Pre;laring the skimmer
)8
Operation of
aCldl disc
~kiIDlII.r8
Starting the power \lnit
.Launching ~h. skimmer
Skilllllllng
L
"~,;.
. ,J
·2··.....".. ":"..-
Flg~re -13. 'las analye1a for op~ratlon
8k1•••r8~ -
..
of nall dhc
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trainee to master one task before learning an.other. In the
real operation of the equipment, the tasks ar~ independent•
E.pbade and Specialization
•The OCTU group deaired to· ha"Y.6 one set of
Co:,-
dsveloped to serve for both tht! orr-shore and inshore equ1.p-
... . , <.
ment,· to equal 'depth. Although the: first· course given was
.rrrSh,or·e operat~Z:8" .a~d t~1s set t.he :,ii~e schedule for
material development, the inshore courseS vere to follo'W
closely. In the event, these never fully IIaterialized, a~d
only" .offshore operat~rs were trained.
1
,-
r,
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lMfe original
\
prop~sal for t~e avaran training
The anaiyeis
\
•
~evelopment (C~CORE. 1.9?8) referred to "a manual" as the
medium to -be employed. This was a prejudgement o·r. the moat
suitable .mediullI, ~:' review of :t.t~ selection was carried
out, in .order to ensure that thiS' judgslll:ent \laB Justifi:'ed.
Selection .cr! tar1s "-
of needses~~stthe mete riel
should be in. a "form in .... hicn it could ~e given tt> eouree
pa:r'ticipants for use afterw,ards. Thus the .first crlterl.a
were that. it should be por~table.• and should not require the
use of, "special equipment.
~ The ~nalY81s of needs also .estaIH·1shed ~hat the
81l1p1').asis of tne 1Il4·terla1 should, co on the proeedu:lll aspects
~r the ,taslts. rather than on the manipulB:tive motion,s•.Thi8
was due to the fact' that none of the ta,sks required
,di~r~culttunusual motor skills" only ~e,,! a'p;l1catlon8 of,
common on • It therefore ap,peared that both textual and
visual c~ ent vere neCe88ary, but ,that motion, vall not•
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It was foreseen that the material would be used by the
recipi.ents· in ~~o. distinct ways. As normal referen'ee
ma~er1ai it.. might. he revlewed periodically to refresh the
"knowl~!ige of all the proce?ures learned :n the course. But
. ·if a, spill occurred and' _the person were required to per'Corm
fat ~hort notice, ~ might,be used ~o~ lll;st-:lllinute revision,
or'evs'n as a field guide, much as a c~r own~r'might,u8e a
'''service manual to repair the vehicle. The par~llel ",a~ quite
valid, sInce in a real operation, an operator would likely
• I ., ...
be aas1gned' to one p!ec;e of equipment. ...
This second method of' use" g~~ r-ise, to more cri teris
for me~ium selec'tion; random access_to all. levels of tasks
lind B~biasKs, ~nd_ a. variable pace for· review of any
particular aspsct.
Evaluation' and SeJ.ectioD ,
To summarize, 'the criteria for t~e selection of ·an
appr~p~1..ate medium were: ,
;
.~...
.-;, :..; -~,~,
)_:,'
Selection of Instruetit.n'al MediulD
•
Required Cbarac:teril!t.lc6
\sxtual and pictorial content
, ,
portab~Hty
usaable vi thout special eq,uipment
-"'.' random access
user--col'\troll~d padng.
/
Sup.rfiuous C....r ..t.r~'tlc. /
1ludio ..-
depiction of llIotion .
.
"
/
i
/
( /'
·It ves readil.y 8pparen~ from these char8cter:is~~cB that
some type of printed material' was' the most approprie.t."e
medium to us.e. This '1I8S also"supported on cost grou..nds,
since the number or copies required in order to be abl.e t.o
give O'Ile to each par.t1c1t:>ant .... a,; Bi~ifiCant (100 to 200 ,for
the Prel1.llinary Edition. several hundred for the rin.ished
.versi~n) .
Tn. details o'C, actual form':; ,.laction and d,"gn 'ra
d~cussed a; part o~ the produ~t1on process in Chapfer 5ix.
I
-,
,.
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CHAP.TER 'SIl: DESIGN ABO. PRODUCTIOB
'. . ,
Initial Dsdp
..
\.
The., des.ign of prln·ted material .1nV01.V'~ decisions' on 8.
variety of "upsets., These in~lJde text styliB, illustrations,'
format. p.age layout, :nd t.ypefa~e...
.'
Text.. Oavi"811 (1973) recommended that 'simple procedural
j .." -
tasks are best conveyed by prose or al.gorithm. AJ"gorithms
are, however, more cOllllloflly,uaed, i~ situatione' involving
e!'oice f'roll among several alternatives '(Hartley, 1978). This.
was not gene,rally. the c~se in th1a prgject a!nd acc:ordin'gly
prose \las selected as the :form to be used.
"
-... ": .1.'.
,.
~-, . ":<~
'--.--'
. J Har'tley ~iso i:~H.cateC1 t.hat· simple sent1nhes ~Bribjecf.
('Verb, and o~ject only) are the lIlost readily! understood -tn- .
. (: r'~dlng. For tho.••in ·1.~tru.tl0n.l_portion1.f the ..material
there£ors,. this form of pro8'& "'as pre£erredt_ This reeul ~ed
in thes~. _eect~Jn~ a.pp~r·lng lIuch like Davies : tas~ -E:lealent~
(Davies, t9,7~~nd' indeed to .,eet~ c~ft.eria Jor ~hem.
, .. ':
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One..proee~ure appeared initialLy to ,be'suitable\for
':iElscripti~n by algorithm. Operation of the S1ickbar Tr.ansvac
involv~ aODle situations vhere the lnstrl}ctions ,would be "if
(conditiol A) \hen~do ~action B)". Draft algO~~re~"
creat~d, but proved to be so complex that 1. t '01'3 found th t
. Y ")
simple prose was DI.ore. understarfdable. if les~ eff~en~ in -
the use of space. ~\
Illuatrationl.· Host research O'n 'Jh1eh ty-pe of.....
illustratioll: 'is the moet effective points to line drawings
85 bel?i pr~rerable le.g. Dwyer, ~). However. this. 'Jork
tends to be do~e ue'ing situatlot)s where detai~ed info-rlDation
on the subject matter is to be conveyet The need for"
illustraUon in the material' dev8lo~e~ was' lmost 841t;rel;
. " ,
. to ShOV,:.he lotn Of. parts (such as controls) or to sho'J,
how a piece of e.qulpment loo~s.in use.' It was there.fore ~ iff'
decidod- that pMot.ographi.c illustrations ·would' be a~aqult.te.
for most of the.needs. Altholrgh it was not· possible to test,.
it:'Ja's believed ·that the 1:~t.end8d read,.ers ",ouId··be more
(a'1I111&;' 'oil th Photo~~aPhJ.c""-:l~l~~~~atlont~a'.' loIi th' drawing0.
J. Photo~raphs ~ere ~aken' by' the author. and b~ a pnotographer
'- .....-(' w,orkil1i under the '8.u\h6r.ls d~e.cUon.
t
,
\
...•.. ,.:.
\.
.'''\
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$50.8 dra.... ings vere used. These were'made by the author,
.bllsed on diagrams ~rom th~ llIanUr~cturer.sl inforutlon, and"'
. o~~~f18rvat1on. 'of ih~ equ~:r:uuent' in, US~'~
~' ,'or-t~. Because.& ~on8idera~le number or illustrat~one
ware .inclt.id~d, a. page size of 216, x'219 aim (8i. x 11 \l~.r"'48
. '---. chosen. T~~, blnd:ll1~.'I9P~hod" s~lec'ted was: plastic .splr&l'; in
--.- ..~ orde~ .to "a11.o\l the '1I~'~UaJ~' to be "la\d flat. ~ien open.:' The
• '. • OJ ~ • .'
- 'cont~t was designed"'to 'be 'J?r~nte~ in' ·bi.ao.k and white, .~n
. both ~1_de8 of .:the. paper•.~h,e c"O.ver was, de.signed by Terry
---·--Rlding~, to be 'pri;;ted on KrOlleKote tlD • ~~ffsei 'lithographY
was chosen for the prlnti~&' ~ethod•.. "\~;
The use'of.coloui' on"in~'1do' pa~es.was discusse!l, ~ut
thl!t benefits"appeared' t~' be lllinor c~lllpared to th" very' large .:.
1nc~~ne . in .~O';t~ ,"
" .
. Page L.,o~t. In ~gning, each- page,Ulu.trat~o•• w.r. k.~ i. C10•• : P~OXhit·1. rel~ ted text andThis-, aV~1de_d two
.pr.obleIDs, t~ e~tene1we use ~r rer.ren,cAB which would.,have
otherv~e. been n.ce.8~.ry, and, tiavi':lJ to,- t.u~~ page.s to refer'
tf~ the appropr1a~~ 1:~u'tta:t1on. ~he lage' aize allowed the
u.. of rea.8~n&bl~ ~~zed .illu8trati~~e,·' whiclP wae feit' to be
particularl)' iIIIportaDt fo~ the p~otoBraph8..:,
."
:,,:
I.
\
I •.
.:'; \ .
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, Typera:.e. ,Z.-P01nt. 'untvero w.... le.ted. -:;';1. !!.M
.Ise;if style was easy to read', reproduced ",eU, and met
~ Hartley's.' recolDmendj1tions as Itflrm in line, open and, &Jen in
spac:1ng, and without idiosyncratic features ..." (/lartley,
, 978, P.26Y.......-:
Forntive Evaluation
~
The -'~ere ~e facets to the formative evaluation of
the m.a~"'&l. :rheas ",~re ,underta'ken,' consecutively'- w~t~ the~.
specialist evaluation being followed by ma.nufacturorll l
revi"ow and finaMy the a~ence evaluation.
) . - -
Content Specialist Rav1.e",. The content specialist was flo,.
Wlll1a..!.J..io Ryan, n.eg~ona:l ~a~ager (Newfoundl~n~r, Marine
~... ,
.' Emerg~ncie9, for ,the ~anadian,coas,~ Gua~. Ryan was in C10S,8
·contact with t~ project throughout, ~s a llloClber .of the 'OGTU
·group. The ,proced~re adopted was tha~ as t~e ,first draft ff..
a particular section was, completed, it was passed to ~an
. . .,
for· his comments, These were conveyed verbally, usually at a
. . "
,JlIoeting between Ryan and the. a~thor. Illustration choice .wad
left ,until after the text had been approved., SUbeequen.t
drafte with chang,es and lllustrationll WBrB put ·throug~ the
salle cycle.
~,.;
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Le!LrDe~ Spe'c1a118t Reviev. The learner: specialist WaB
Captain Jack J. Strong, Head of Ministry 'of Transport
Branch, .~autic81 Sci.lnce Department, at the College of
"F1sl\erie~, Navigation, Marine Engineering and E1ectron:ic-;.
~ '. . , .
Strong was also·& member of the OCTU group, and. was. also
:prllaarllY; r~spo~ible ..cor. the ~e~~lop~ent, . of' "the OCTU
:course. Stro~ been. i~~olved in teaching marine "9u~ject8
at all leveis for ',nearly twenty years. Once again, the
process WaB continU~!le, beginning vi th' 'drafts of {nd1viduai 1
sec"ions and endinj with the final draft of the complete
preliminary edition. Strong ~leo acted as content specialist
Cor the section.s ,On marine safety and radio cOllllllunications.
. .
Other Spee1aliate. Certain' ~ther sp~cial"1.stt reviewed
. particular sections ot the draft manual. Alan 'Cormack, tlien
l .. .
of Br1t;sh Petr~leulll Canada ~~c. and who w.as also Ohairman
of tSRA, too,k a Close, interest, 'and re,!ewed 1lI~8t .of the
material in draf.t torm. Dav,id Grenvi.lle of C-CORE and
~o~ald Balsom of HUN Extendon serViC/ dId the same. T9-&
. ~
com~ent..s o~ thee.e per.son,s wer~ not ~8'p~df1c~lly .?cted
, towards e1t~er te~hnlcal acc,uracy or appropriateness to the
In·ten~e, but were la~gely of a general nature •
. E~ne8t K.· Re1l18r of C-C~RE, w.hose exp~rt188 was in the
interaction of 011 spill11 and the marine environment,
, "l' ,
..
..
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reviewed :the en",:ironlllental section•
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OnceOthe specialists were satisfied .with the, draft, .t.~e
P;eliminary Version was produced. The au tho: worked ciiree~ly.
with t.he printer's layout p~rsonnel to achieve the 'desired
TeSlIl ts,
Manufacturer Review
'\ P~int.ed copies 'of t.he Preliminary Versio.n sent to
the manu:'acturer of each piece of equipment, .... ith.a reques.t
that their personnel check the correctnass of tht! content,
Four rep\ids were received. All contained posit.ivo,
encoura'slrlg cOlllments on the overall manual, and f;wo
companlV::l~lickbar Incorporated and Vlkom.a International
Liml,ted, included some clar1fyi~g de,tans on tlie opera.tl.on
.of 'their productso: These' wer~ quite minor in ~lllture: a~d
.... ere filed, fo'r incorporation in, the final version•
..
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The first opportunity, for testing .audience reation- to
the lIlanu~l cams in June, 1980 when th'~' grQl1p which had
attended the 1979 course"r'eaeselllbled for \'.he f:l.rst offering
• of "Orr'sho;e 1w,o", -Th?re ·vas. n~ oppor~un~t~pr exa/lli.nation~
.style testing of ~he t.rain'ees' I'.etention, ~,l tw~-part
.'etrategy wS:s .developed.The c.o·urs8 manag;t, Str~,rii...!. :6
,inttl.fviewed regarding lii~ assesSment of how well the
, ~~, .
traine.'\s had "remellbered the procedures, and. trainees
. . . .' .
COlPle.ted a questionnaire which record;d ~,heir re!'-ction to
" t.hs manual, which they had' had- for about a year.
'\. . I'
,"s.~.ong reported' tha~ considering t;~et)tim~ ·that ha~
elapsed. since the original course, the trainees' retention
;
rate was very good (Strong, '19~O, Note 5). This vas further
reinforced by members of OftG' who did the prac,tical
in,~truction (Halley' and Tinard,· 1980, 'Note 6); Since - such a
. .' ".
period of no-pr;,ctice is usually enou~h to', ca:u~e a hi'
degr~e of retention failure for procedural tasks (Schendel
'.!!" ~'. 't978)' it' ap'peared that the ~anual wae' fulfilling its
pU,rpoae,
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The Questionnaire is ·presented in Appendix B. It was
distributed and c.Qmp1eted ,during the secorM day of· the five-
day course. The results a.re supmarized in~able J.
,The results indi~ated that the attitude o~ these train,~
---- .ees to"the ma,?:ual was generally ·ravor~bIG. There .appeared to~'\
be..l:"eSer~atli~n~.,?ve:r:. thE!., size' and clarity: of some of the
"~ 1l1ustratio.ns f a~d i:l:- was unanimous that labell~ng of imp'or-
tant items in the pictures' w0l11d be advantageous. Two of the
t'en respondents noted SOale difficulty with ·the terminology,
. " .. ~
but this ratE! was considered"nsufricient to rate the add~
ition or' a glossary, ~h1ch would have occupied "s~veral pages'
. . I
and add!t~onal photo"graphs.
-(....
Fina.l Production·
Juri~g the course of elerctees during' 1979,a~~ earlY'
19~ sqme 'new ~ec,hniqu~"$)oior.,dePl~ymen;of ~'he o/r.shore··
equiplllentwere developed by C,CG, Madne Emergencies. These
deveiopments and the chtJ.nges tha,t had been suggested by
manufacturers and trainees 'rIe~ incorporated in. the des.!gn
of the final version,. which ~ta"rte.d in mid-1980.
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Table 3
Result. or audience evaluatioD or
.Prel1.in&rJ' .Ve:refoli{B=10) _
Ques.t1on
, • Did you read some of the manual before
you callie back'to this second course?
"2. If 'yes, 'did it help you remember what
you learned last year?
J. . Have you written any notes in 'iour '"
manual?
4. Are there any. technical words in thp
Illanu,fll which you did not understand.
after last year's cotu:r;:ee?
5. Did any of the pages tear out of your
copy? ' . .,..,"
6. .Would it' help if the 1,mportant parts in
each pic1;.ure were labelled?'" .
AIr- Most Some
Ho,,; Illany of the :pict- .
ures are . large enough?
How lIlany, of the piot-
u:rell ,are clear en?ug~? 1
y" No
8 0
2.
10
10 >- ,.
F,w None
"
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This ,add~t1:,nal c.~tent called Into question the
structure' of the manual. The Prellm~nary VlJr-S1on had -been
designed W.1th a discrete chapter dev.oted to ~aeh p1ec'e of,
e\Cl:uipment. ·The chapters- were 'sequenced by the'~nctlon
(containment, recovery, dispersal), .rather than by' 81~~lon
(offshore or .1nshore operati.on)'. The neW' tech~ique-8 requt;ed
clos,er integration, of all th~~ offshore .eqUIP~.~n.t, 90' it ·was
\ decided, to' rearrange the. content by ,sit'uation; The task
analysis for the new content is shown in Figure 14.
The other major dIange introduced was suggested by thjt
traine'es' reaction. The maJor focus of each lll,uetration (A
control. or gauge for exa;.ple)
textual instruction.
labelled 'to reinforce the
' .. / 'f' ..
SOllie additional work' on the page layput:-waa ,alfJo done;
The layout .wao condensed, heading, and 'footing lines were
added, and extra-large type was uaed rat" ,t~e. chapd
• t.··· -...
headi~.g8 and folios. The author worked'. i·n colla~or~t.ion wlt~
a gra:p'hic designer from HUN: Extension Service on .~he design.
The final version· 101&8 available in November 1980, and
identified 48 the ·1981 Edition. -Prel1~lnary'Verdon
~OPi~8 were recalled and r .•plaoed with the new edition.
. Design snd Production;. )
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.)
. Know. requirements for lind metl\ods of·
• 1installlltion.,.Of Oceanpack on supply
velsels
. .
, . .
A.dditional tuke ·Kno.V~. re.Q.U1.relients f.or an.. d .methOdS 'offor offshore ,installation of Frallo .eyetem on supply
countermeasul'ee v:eseeh _ . '.
, ~~'~~:f'~;;r~~e::~;;e!~J ~r{ ::t~~~:e~f -
'.Additional task Knows 16ethod of recovering seapack booll
for inshore 'using power 'b.lock onshore
counterllealliures
·Flgur•. 14.. Analysis of adelit1onll~ t~8k8.
Additional
Oenersl
Task
I
Knowe types snd
- characteristice of
diesel engines
Hand-cranked enginee
Minor trouble
shooting
•
~,
".
,
'.~
~'.....,....., .. -,..: ;'k':':'_'" !"~J,.::.. ". ;~. Y•. ~:.\~.:;":' ..
.,
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'CHAPTER SEVEN: EVALOATIOH ;
.~
Metbodolog1
The spot;:ial1zed nature: of thlil material," and the fact that
far fever 'courses were 'run than. had originally been
p'redicted by -the ocru group:, .. severely limited the she qf
the population" vhi~h (lould .be., ~s!,d for ~valuat1on: Only 31
PEllrson.s_8xisted. ,wllo f1tt~cl the audience ~rofile end who had
done the course. or these, only flve w~re \lUling t.o take,
part in evaluating' the" manual~s effe~tiveness through f~
testing. Since guch' a sBIlI"ple size vas far too slIl,all ro~ II.
thorough .trial. only a' small-scale pilot test ",a.8 run while
an a.l.t"srna.t1ve. method of evaluation was d"s,veloped.
An appropriate outline for'"expert apprals~"o'r learnin'g
materials was described' 1':1 ·ThiagO:raje.~, S'emlbel, and- Semmel
('9~4).('"Expert.appraisal, it .vas sU'ggest~d, l!!hould be .fro~
t~o major vi~wpoiQts, 1nstr\lc·t1.on~1.' B);Cpq.t.ts '~ techn~cal
experts. Instructional 'exper't~.··;h~~ld consider .the
appropria:ten~ss,. effectiveness, .~nd .f~a8i?il1ty o~ the ..
mllt.eda*" Techn'i~a..l e:-c:perte f!hould llppra.i~e tb;e IIIrdium
Bel:eot~~n, fOrlll.at, ,and l~ngua.Be. 'Pile BUldel..lnee proPo89~b~~·
~. I
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the authors included the use of f1-ve-point aaeles for each
App-raisal ..sh~ets w'ere develo~ed' to ,;;;.cord" experts'
re:t1ngs of the manual. Relevant items· rr~r4 the chltcklists
giv,en in Thi~garaJan II !l .for the dlrfer~nt a.refs were
incorporated into four lists', with a five-pe1ni.' scale for
each item. E!p"erts were asked to rate each Hem from
excer~ent through good.. fair, ~nd adequate, t? poor.
expert ..t'? quantify· opinions of the material
/~8P~.cte relating to. the, stx areas described.
of expert, appraisal was a,elected.
Expert' Appraisal 'Procedure'
on individual
tlu·eh e· method
--
The"':e~perts ,selecte;l. for the .ins.tructional r8~iew we,re,
Wl111.a.~ Ryan, Canadian COSl!t Guard, and Captain Jack ~tJ;ongi
. ../ '.
Colll!"ge of Fisherie's, NaVigation, Marine En.gtneerlng and
Elect~on~cs: Bot~ ,were ~xperienc'ed in -~1ilg te.chn,i~al .
material, fnclu.ding oUsp1ll countermaaeureaj to new
trainees, and. were 'rs.mlliar with the manual, ha~i~; been .
" closelex. involvl!"d in its initial specification and formative
. \
evaluation. Since they were both on ~he OCTU .Board of
AdV~.':.th.'r ra~'ng•••uld ., •• b.••on.ldor.d t.
repro~.n~ho ".ll••t'." •.• t1.-ra.t1....wHh the .~r~du.t•.
.'
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.,J For the appraisal of the techni.eal a8pee.~s of the
mal').ual, quall,fied experts in the fields of media design an'd
printing technology. and .English usage and' i.nforlllatlon
'p~rticipat.ed. They we~e: ~lr. William ·Gr.J.fCin, Gr.sphic,
Artist, Memorial Uni,/versity. M~. 3eorgff Morgan, p'rinting
Instruc,ttor, College of Tra,des and Technology, Hr. Paul
. Bowd.~in.g," English Instructor,: College gf Trades 'and,
Techn'ology, and, Ms. Kar-en Lippolcl •. Reference L,ibrari~n,
Queen Elizabeth ,II Library, Memoria1 University., The
instruments are contained in Appendix C.
Results. For the instructional revie ..... the aspec.ts.
'rated were:
_. instruction'al conten·t
- approp~iateness of the language to the intended
readers
.- style of presentation
- level of dUficul ty
- sequence of presentation
- clarity of expbnatipn
- .clarity of'illustration
- degree of integration with course, ~ontent
- fl.exibllity tor us"e "by the trainees
- ~cceptibillty t~ instructors
, :p.', ~,.,.'.' ,-:
, "',
" ,
.,;\'
.j
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-: acceptibillty to trainses
- relevance to the general goals of oilspill
couritermeaSl.;lre~~~,
- meaningfulness to the instructor
- ~eaningfulness to the trai.nees
- technical correctness of the ~ontent
- adequacy of,\:he explanations' of the proc:edures"'v-'
- ~rrect u:e o,!"technical' terms.
..
All of these ~spects vere- rat.ad "good" or' nexi-ellen.t ll
by .both _experts. Four aspects received tva ratinp of
excellent, (eleven ,received one ex,eellent and one good, and
tva rec~iy"ed two go~d ra.t1~e...:.....Fr~m these r.epults it_ vas
concluded that the instructional quality of the manual ';'as
,
acceptable.
The aspects addreeeed il?- f~e technic~l rev.l:ev were, for
media design and pri~~~ng technology;
- the S.h~.,169 the tYP~face select'ed
- the stJle-of the typeface selected
- ,the layout.. of the pages
.. the stock selected for the cover
. '
- the a'tock selected f.or the irt'l'I1de
-- the .quallt,. ,or tlie t~xt ~rinting
"
~' .. , c), "<:,
./
- I \.~":'" "".~~ -'-',
!~l
} Evaluation
- the quali ty of the. teproduc tion .~f 'the '
illustrations
58
. - the appropriateness of the binding Ilethod
- the .d~rabil1-ty of the over~l:r-lIIan·u.al~ .....~ .
and for English usage and inforlllat.~on:
.., the ,organlzat"ion of the donten~s.
- sUheading US8
','
- elariir of la'.1guage
- conciseness of language
- readability
- paragraphi?8
- consistenoy
I:·
'. - absenc~ of spellIng a~d sr~lIIRatical 8..(rCfrs
- .accellSIbil:1ty of part!J
(vla-lndex!tJble of contents)"·
- eue ?f .tUing and z;etriltVal
for lD8~ia design and printing. tec.hnolog)', two aspeeh"
.... were rated excellent by both r8'Viewers, an'd five .&SPflctS' .
. ..' 'J "':0
... '. w.er.8 rated ex~ellent b~ on" ,and good ~ the other; The .
. durability received a rating of adequate froll ona revie",er,
preferable (this
..
..
inve.atigat~d ~u~ing th. initial stag••
J~' .. _. .:~~r.~~: .
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'L
\
o( the 4eve10PII.e.nt process, 'but va8.found to be exorbitantly'
" ei;enaive, as ~i~ c~u!d not be done within the provinc'>. The
other revU)fer rated"~e durability as excellent.
:I' .' •
....
l.
~'\
,
was.
.., .. ,,; ..•...,~,"
O~_l!.r.~l1l err t~'lr'tY-l!Jix aepe.cts rated each by ~~two~
r,vl~ .~x regelved .two excellente (5),
not be placed. Onli, upect, ease 'or filing' and "retrieV'fl.I,, ," \' , .' ~.,' .
Q'niy rated by one' rei.r1ewer. It 'received ~n exc8,llent.
. .:' . "''-'~...'''''~.'';'-. , ,
, Fri. th~ r ...~·inge '~eceived f~~' ..:.& techn~ear&llpeets, it
# '. .
··~e co~cluded. that ~he ...nual was of a.ccePtabl~~uality in
1t~ wr~ttn, .. "de8.1In, and ~rod'uct.ion. " ~ \
.'\ ., ...
..
. '...............,.'. '.
I?. Engl1eb usage and' .. infotlDatijm, seven aspects were
rated ~xcA~en~ by' one revieller and good. by tlJ.~ oth~r., .The
~,.: acceulb1l1ty:_of_":p~r.tB':':va'8,-rated"·good 'by botn~,'~nd both'
r.~olRlD.ended\ha't,acce.~ (~uld be ~mp~~VE!d··tutt·h~r)y..~ • ,...... .-'1'1t,; .,-~ 7'
inde,~ .or lIlore det~,lled t8:bl~. 0t cont'ents,"and by Plac!llt:-.-'
eecfl0n llndpage numbers on the tree edge of each' page. The
, '. , , '.," , ....
readabll~ty. vas ·rated excel'!lent by one .reviewer, bl1t o~ly'
.'" Jail' by .the' ot'her~ H~ever ite qUlli1ficatlon wa.S m~de tha.t,
~~ada.bl1~'~Y'·;';a."8-do1fn-r&ted.:;P~.~~U88 of -the'ge~~~al
clir,f~c.Ul.tY in' rea~i~~.~ec~·~i.~al material w1thou~ ~rior
~a·~iHar.itYf.S. 81tuatiC?D in w~~eh .-the .target audience would'
'.. \
received 0Il-e excellent (5) and one good (4), /llrid C'our
received two goods (4;. Onlr two·ll8pects rece1v~ one rating
Evaluation 60
..
lover than good (~)
.#/If
. ,
~ .
To hst knovledg~ of ~he full procedures would .have
r.equlred very exten.stve ",ritt~n or' verbBl. ;.. t'uti rig. Th.le is..
£easlble "'he~e the ;udience Bael J1ie 19 "captiye"" JhroughY '. . .
- worklng' for all involved eD1l1oyer.,o~ through bein}\enrol~ed
on' at'! ·'instruction.al program, or where the approprht.e
'.. . ,
pOpu12totion is larg.e eno,:g...?_. tkllt euCfl,ctent: volunteers 'can be
obt!Llned. Ne~t.her condlti~n applied to this proJe't:t. 'Th's
volun.teer.s. who were avall",ble ,,!.r.e oniy, ~Ullng .t.o do a
short pilot, test, of th"B man\lal'8'eCCecti~enese •
1
..;
~.
t•.
in' AppeJ;l~ix D.
.~
, It .w-as; decided· that. 'at t.his ·levei~ the .anual'e
_'\ erfeC:ivl"88S C~,Uld :b~ '1~f~rred frail .~he a~sv~r. to,s 8IIIall ~,
'n~lIlber of quest'ions. An ine\rUlll8nt was. designed \fI1th a b1a.~:
.to1Ja·rd 'the ma'Jor offenore equtplllent ·to. match the' cQfr.ae
'''~lch the: s'UbJects ~lld rec~lved. The lnetruGlen,t 18' prel!!'enhd
....... '
.I"':~~·'
.
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The :nstrulI8nt wu sent to the subjects by mail. If
they still h~d a copy oC ~he manual, they were instructed to
use it tO,help answer the questions. If they had no copy", . .
th~y were instructed to ..nawer unaided for comparison.
.'
Result. ot Pilot "Testing. The result a are summarized in
Table 4. The marks ,aohieved by- the subjects who USe? the
aianual· \lore exceptionally good, and much better than tlio~e
who ~ld not use It. \",. \\ ,
A~bl: 4•
Pilot enting results.
. .
Total MarkYears sinceNo. ofSUbJ8~t Used
H,nual ;:~xerc18e.81.L9;st 'Exercis92 Raw
'~an' per ~e~t ',Beore or lIIanual 'users.:~ ~9
Hean per oeD:t· Bcore oC non-usern 72
yee 4 32/34 94
\ no 23/j4 .68
. yes
- 1 4·
f
:' 30/34 88
, 1 ,2~/34 76
.,. 29/34 85
'/':-
'.":'-', _'s' .
"
,J 'II:"f
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Table 4, (con'tiDulfd:)
Note 1. Measure or' amount\'of p:~~tice with ,eqUiPIIl'nt.
. .' \ .'
Note 2. TilDe s.1n~e last pr.actice 1h eq~ipment. '
On a third' of~the 'individual questions, .llIanual US8rll \
scored better. than non-ueers. The reveree vas', true Cor only,
. on'e':'tentli of the. questions.
DheueBion of thE! 'Resulte )
hlplled that
after,'a n.o-pract~c;:e per.iod o:f' as li~tle as one year,
cO~9iderable forgetting .~f ~rocedural taeks florl:l.ally occ~rs.
The pllot testing in~ica'ted tha't the manual could enhance
retention of operating pr-o.ceduree 1,1P to a lever of 89 per
'1 cent. ..
A pand of e(rts rated the manual &8 gO;;;"
exceiient in alm?~ll aspects. Its physical durabllity,
lo'h.J,.eh ~i~ not have been ,improved within, the preJ Get
budget. and i-ts r'eadability .... ere each down-tat.ed by one
... ,~ ~
expert reviewer.'Howev~r•. the re~dabil~tY critl,ciu' vaa
l~pr"opr1at~ for the D1Bnilal l s lntencfed ;'
,,0 • ~ .':'
.f,.
Eva.lultion
J
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..
FroID the overall evalua tion it lIa'a c~luded that the
, .
manuel 19ucc8sstully f'ulfiIled its purpose. That it wss'
h~ghly acceptable to' th.e C~a1run' ~fI ESRA, vh~ was
.. instrumental in arung1ng ·t:h.e funding of' the m.nua1 and the
overall- OCTU projsct was conveyed to the author 'personally
(Cormack,' 1981, Note 7). -.
I •
"~~'... :,!
" ,
1
"
0' ,_
.:;.',;,"(';', ,I . ....:.:; '~.: i~1
".,
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CHAPTER EIGHT;
CONCLUSIONS, RECOMIG-8t:1iTIOKS AND IMPl.EMENTATION
!.
,.
I,.
\
ConclusloD8
,
The ~n~al wa~ devel~ped In accordan,C8 wi th the
princ,iples O~~fuctional .development practice. Relevant
experts ~8.t~d it as ~ood to exce.lle~t'= !l.rid pilot teati!18
. . .
indicated that it achieved its 'objective of facilitating the
~_J ... ,
recall of operaU:ng procedures after considerable' periods. iJ
, .
no-practice. The client ·was' very satisfied with the. ·product.
....'
.-
,_/
'l-t 18 recom~ended that the use of the 1lJ81 edition of
" ',\ .
. the l ma,nua:l for·'O€TU,. c,ourses be eontin~d. Should future \' "1
editions be reqUi.r~t, due. to cha~lte~8 ""in techn~\ogy .or '
techniques fo~ countermeasures, similar design' a'nd
style ~h~;ld ,be "u~e~j consid8N1.;ion 'should bs given at th~t
tille to addin'g '-m~~,,'det"an to ~l1e Table ~f Contents. or ,I.!,
'index,_ au to, the cost-errectlvene88.of printing
lall1nated stooke
'.1
65
J
/
·r
-IaplneDtatloD
'.
The manual went into use immediately on its r.p.duction
1"n 1980, ~d was sent retr~ac·tively to tho e who had
received tb~ Preliminary Version. Since the manua~ .... as
devel~ped only for th,1s specific ,ppllcatlon, no further
action· on implem~l1t~tion is necessary.
'"...
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participants in OS2. June 1980
The Maouaj'yoo recefved 'last year·was a preliminary versiQR whfch" tam
golilg to change.- I would like to know what you- think of the Hanual.
so that, I can 111lProve it. Please answer the questions·belo'll'. and H
you' ha~e any other !deas wt.ite them ~e, back.
.' , Dave Baze~~y. DeTU
'.
I:.:
'1.', Did you read some Qf the manual. before you
came back .to tIlis- sec.ord course?
2." if yes, did {t h~l p you ~"er 'what you
;learned last year? {
3. Have you wrftt,en- any no~ej In You·.Jlanu~n
,",' '. .
4•. Are·there aAY ,technf~al word~ in the ~anual
" which you .did not understand after las"1::
year's course?' .
S. Did any of the pages tear out. of your copy?
6. /;low many of. -the pi etures ~re. l,arge enOU9.h? .a
7.' 'How ~ny of the p.ictures ate clear enoug~~ ~
8; Would It help t,f the lmpC?rtant parts 1""
each plc~re were 1a~ell ed1
D_.q
6.0
'C=:] 8
~8
[58
E5.~C5 Et '.'
C1.e5 e:J ~
[:].~
..~
~ ./
.....
.,J
• AP.PUDI~ C. '.
'. ,
'.,-
• ,l.
! •
'.
1_
'/
~~.:..' .;':'·-.f'
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'. ~, ,
., 5lPIRT BYlLUUIOI or, OCTO EQ,UIPMU,f OPlRATOllS"f COURSE HARUAl;( , , (1981 ED) ,
\.,
~~~·~~:r~ot;~i~:'~f~~t)b~lrngo:8i::t:c~ie.~~~~~~;~l,'br.;::C;i~~
. in.dieate. excellence 'and 1 tor a poor rating.
Excellent' Good feir, Ad,;ue..iPo~~l '
•• .~ ,., I
3 ~ 2............... 1 '
R,Uvanee to ·the
general, goala. of
I ~. _.oil.p~ll eOUnter~le,~8Urea': ,.
.~ .
Adequacy' of· the ex:p,:",
lan.Uona o,t:the procedurea:
,~,,: .
J~,,; y"
~ ..
Heatilngfulneu to
th-e .i.lIlftr.uctor:
Heanlngfu.lneu to
the tra1neu
"f,vhon"; U8'~ a8 Inte~dftd.):·
Tochilfc.i correotnua or
• "'~h.·,c'cint.nt '(a., of 1981):"
co'rteot UII or
technical hun:
\
.5
"
4'
_.!.-.-----.--
,'1
, 1
t .
.'
, .,
"
'"
1 /
"
.' •. '
~. ..
',r
'. )
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:
,·C.
..j
..~
,
'.
't'-3 , ..
"J' ~
'1 .'
.4 ;' 3 . 1
,I
3
'4 ~
. I
/_.... j
, . Jl
.\ " ,~..
...
n' ..J. ~ )4\
AccilpbbllHy to trainee.,:
Sty1.8 of preas'ntation:
Lore1 or d1fil~UltY: "
Se~uenC8 or presentation:
Cl~r1ty oC' explanation:
Clad'toy ~t ,1l1u.a~ration:
Degree of intesratlon
with couree" content:
...
..
i'l81Clblilty~~.use
_hi "8 tral .." _
Accertabllity
to lnatruetor.::
"
EIPERT ETAL~J.T10' or actn EQUIPKEIf OPERAtORS· COURSB MANUAL
-' ('981 80) .
." . - " .' ."" . \ . j \
. Please rate thJ.tolloving;aap.ee-t~of the lllanuJl by circllng"
. the apprdprlate numb.er on t.he scale pr'ovided, using 5· tp .
1n~lcat8. excellence and 1,tor a prr rating. / .
. Excellent , OO~& '. Fair Adequa-te Poor
...In:truc4onal eont~nt: ..
'. ..
Appropriateness of "the
language to the l'nteqded
readera: .-.
. )
,..->'
...
.iT
.'
."
.
,
",
)
l'
I 2 ,1
J'
4 i
,", \-..
Or8l.n1lz~tion
of contents:
Subheadin"g U8e:
Ab,ence ,pf "spelling and
gram,mattea!, errors:
Acceultiil1t)' of 'parts "<.via '. _,'
index/table of content8)~
E.8~ _.or. fil1ng and re;rl,eval S
Par~graphlng: ",
,Cona.iateno)' :
Clarity of language:
,, I
,cohcl.en~88 of language:
IReadabl11 ty:
(-",,~~~=~,.
~:ERT EVALUATION OF OC;U EQUIFMEIIT ontiTORS'- COURSE MANUAL
, (1981, ED) ,
~\ Please rate the follo\l.1ng aspects of th unual by circling. appropriate nu~6!r on th.8 Bcale prild8dr ueing 5 to. 1n c .......excellence and 1 fot' a poor r ting.
E'xcelle~t doed Fair/ Ade~or
/-'- .
4';
4'/ ,3
.'
..
.~ ",
I'~'- -.~
.-.
~
..."
PoorGood Fair. Adequate
-
)
The a.be of the
typeface a818_cted·:.
The style of 'the
typeface' selected:
The layout of the pages:''\.......
The: stock selected'
for the cover: ' .
The' at~c'k \elected \ .
• .for the inside:,' 5.
The .qual1ty' of t'he
.-X:t printing:
Xhe qual1 ty of the
'reproduction of the'
illustrational
The appropriaten... of
the binding' .ethod:
'The durabll1t)' ofl t~.
overall III!1.DUall· •
5 • 4.
..J.
.,
.1
1...
·1
:.\."
I
I
...
.1
\ .\
\
. J
r
-.' .. :,,\ .... :., ..... . ;.'.
~:.....'
. ,
\
,
•
.'
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L Whe~'8 on ~hle d¥k of B. 'BUP~ V4SA.81,JiB tho ::lceanpack
USUally~unte;d:/ (wh~l"l you. are 'on"8 !Jhlp taclnjZ'the front,'
"p:>rt" is to'"vour left, "s'tarb:>ard'" to your rb~t).
a) on the ,!';:rt s1d~,. halfWay al;n,l!'
b} ·on.the:port .side, .near'the Rtern
0) no_: ~rn ~n th~. c;ntre:~:~he ehlp
a. H:l:w is 1t u,8ual1 Y ~lx8d '\.0 tre d~_ek? .
~) tied .to brae,kats wel~d to the deck, pslnp; turrt'buckles
/~
Vlk:)r,lB. OClfanpack "
l
and shackles \
b} the oceanpack trams, Is wUded, t.o .the ditck.
c}"-i-t-ft lashed down wIth cables 'over the top
. .
I
3. What 10 'the ,yell::lw eVipe on tho Air Duct tor?
a) decoratJ.{n
"6) BOyou can.-tell' it' It is twisted
c) ~o' that ~\$J know where ,the seam 1s
\ :---~,
4. .Where is 'the wa tar pum~ whIch keeps the. bottom tu~~
or the boom tilled?
\
. a) ·next to.the enRine _
b) ther~ \'n'. one, you' cO,nnect up tel a.' f'lro hOBe'
c) und.rn~th th~:.~U:lY.a~~ itnd ot t~e boom '
.....,..., .\
• ,,·":i
".
;.;..."'.:
•,~'
•
...
,.
, -,311
S:. -wh~n. you want t~l.ay out the boom, ,the gr'~P wheel. ahGuld .
a) face' the ~o...
b1-.tace t~8 stern'
. ~.'\.' 0) it~:.;~esn't matter ..
6~ 'Ii thetboom klnk~.an~ 'sinks wltl1~ beinf./: put out,'You
should . ,. ::~
11.") "incJ::eaee the air supply t~~. boom >:-.. ~
bl~so~out In ,8 small boa't trl :r~~he puncture
crr~quest the ship'to stop \lnt11 'the'.bOO!" comes up agaIn
J'
, ." - . '.
. 7'. ~here Is '8- pel1c.~n ~OO~ c,onnect\nR:. the'ra~l 'wl~e of .the bOot-,;'
• ~o the shIp's winch. This must. be let itO when .
a)."y01:' -~t&rt puttinjt. ::l~t th,- boom, :-/ .
'b) the llne jol,:,e~ .t.~ t~e. ;tal.1.w~rir;8 been pnssed ~o' the
. skllMler vessel' and made Cast ~ .'
- .
• "'I 'c) y~u nead tbe "lnbh -tor 801llethln~ else
( . .""
...
8.~~u ~ve" to: opera the ~i.pp.r8 11\ the ~om "l r
/ a) ~a: 'each :ne. cornes over ..the ~'tern ot,' t.he ~rlP (--
.' b) att'r ..eaCh one hU, ,passed thr~u~~ the Pje~ block
0) when.all the boom Is stacked- on t~e eh,lPi 8 de.ck: ,
'} !
,..
PraV Skimmer
"
, 80
" . : .--- .
.\~l>H01f d~es the Pramo skimmer WOrk'!, ' . ~; \ " t.
.' . at by '8uckin~ up the oil l1k,.-a vac~ulll.cleaner
b)' by' the oil '8~k~n~ into B~ongy. materia~'Which.
is.'·the 8.qu8ezoed to r8~O~,~he oil
c) by Jthe oil stiC!~~.ng.to 'r'o~ting discs and, then
beln,; scraped off lot'o a pump
f ~ \:
2. What do Y::lU !'.:J·if the P~amo starter w:m';; ,turn over
d' '
. t¥ engine?
a) Q'et 8 new battery
'. . - : ..
b) .-at a mec1;lllnic
cl r',lt!lp up t'he PYd,rau,iic· p~efl8~rft-an,d trv.anln
) •. What 1s the workin~ s'pe,ed t:>r th~ Pramo en'!"lne?
oj 1500 RPM
1» 2500 RPM':'
c) you Just 'Sd the 'throttle wldo~ opon
'.;','
4. Ifth8 g'klmmsr dlBc8 ~8t-cl"Jt"ed with dobrh, .what in the
first way you would try' to clear them?
,r',
,{i
•c'.. J"{
;:.;
~<
., :'\."",'I •. ,0'"
, , --,. '}-.~ ..... .:. .~:~:,.~.....
.,'
a) brln~ the' skimmer ab::lar~ .th~ vessel .nd 'c~n 'the
. diScs ,by ha~d. •
b) reYe~Be .the diRe·· ~otatlon t'J~ a Il\oment
0) UBB a hh'h"pres8ure hQ8e,r~?h the do~r1s away·
.;
.,<,1"
~,'<
B'. When yo~ are .kln~ r,,,dy the floa 1;ln~ h';)Jle whleh' ~1l1 ,
. . ." .... "\. .' . .'
be 'ueed. to.tr~8,r.:,i,oll::~~ II. ,~nk.r~~~,'8~qUld you
do ,with the 8.allnil: ~ltte' ~n ,the end whl,ch w111 be
Ii· . ,"'. ' . ,.' "
pa8s.d to.'th. other' ~lp .1, , ,
oj lukl OUt'1 It is tlRh~
.~) ~~,i.lt ,~t,i . ...., ',..... ",l'
e) lo6••n~t· up u the Of-I•. on tt:ui tank.r ~ar" get ~,t·"O'tt ?
.' j~')\:;"
diUerentt
7. TO'get t~e 8ki~~r 'head to float on the wa;,r!l,tou have to
adjust"three contr'ols, the -PloatIng- L1ftitlg"-lsver,
...:/' . . . . ..
the" main arm B.ction oontrol Bnd
a)·p~~~.' control .. lifting cylinders"
ll)-tlle throttle
c'~ the m:~~ ~~"Ul~e oon'~()l on "the ~r~ar panei
, .
"6"" ~w '~o ~,ou know 1:r ·y~u c~nnected the ,hydra"ul1c ,i!o_~~s t~ the'
sklnuner' head corr~ctly?
al they ar~ labelled ...
b) you .have to pheck that .. th8{.ontrols' work properly."
c} you cannot.get it _,rong beC8;u8e the f1ttlnK~I'·are
5_ R~melll.ber~ng that t~r.e are "two types of engine used in 81
Frame Ikilllll\ere. 11 'the lube dipstick is not right below'
1;he c~rft:ol pa~el, .. where will ·yo~ tin~.i~
a) ;~:b8hlnd.. the. contro~ ~n~i
b), "behind. the ca~, o~.the.;ther 81dYt.the,motor"
0) -to the ..lett. 'next to the ,ruel tank ,.. '
,< "
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Insh:)re and Pl:1scelllmt:)us Rqulnmer'lt
Circle '1' (Tru~) ~r: P ~lR~)
. §m!!L~a~Operati:m
If y,,~ Rmall b.oat· capsizAs, Y:lU ·sh,.uld stay.
...,i·th it.
T3 set- a B:)~t.:wi WhalAr's on,ines, in .neutr~l
f:)r starting,' yOI.l. pull the thr:lttle levers
~. .
rh:ht back
R!.fu _.
When y:lU are carryimr ~ walk;.r-::-lky ra~~?1
Y:lU sh:luld keep' the .v:lIUJlle turnerlrbht
d::lwn ~hen y,u are -n,t actU.~}l:V uslnlr 1t~
in I)rder t:t save the ~atterieR
If. Y'.~ are uRinll a. radi:l l and s:lm':lne elBe
C::lIftOB 1n :m y:)ur channel sayln.. "Mayday",
you, sh:>uld switch t:l an:)ther channel to
'~::l "!in w::lrIHn... {
DUsaL' Endnos ....:a. '
W1I~ r~;'jl.nk-.'~rt.d ·.mall d2 .you mUll
n,.r :WJ:ap y:tur' ,th\!l'll'b around . rank hand~e
\ .,.
It." on'a l~r..e ,d~88el, the start'r 'turns ~l1e
aI::ltor; but It w:)n"'t tIre, It C10uld be ·that
·~h. -spark. ~iun ar, dIrty ,
.. ,'.: ..... -.. '.'
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VbomB. ~.It&pat:k
;There,ar~ 'two compressed air "O,:):ttles in .the .-
~ stern door.. of .ttJ.e S~a~a~k • .You' only J1,;;d on.8
. 'of 'them to lay. out· the boom. keopina; the other
as· ~ spar'e. \.
• . " J
'l'he yollow strip~. around the ~oom
'Is, -t~ t~~~ :you when you bll'liJl"~eaf' the end
j Inshore (H~UM) Boom
To anchor the boomt y~u just tie the anchor
line to the bottom cable of' the bOO~
. T •
\
..
r
•
There is a special bu:)y to attach to the
Jront of .tho boom to tow. it throu~h. the
water
t
Minlskimmers •
YOl cannot ullle '! minlBkimmer'lllfrom a wharf'
more .than ten feet a~"ve ,the.. water
. "-
'\ "
You must.. loav. the top cover on' the -"'inl-
, e~lnuner when you U8e 1t
T. 'y
, '.
.: . :~;'-" ",. .; . "
'.' '\
'. 'f',:
into the ,1mbal
Dispersants and, Spravln~ Equipment
There are !hrlJe spray jet plpos on~oach bo:)m.
the l:)np:cst one Is r1 tted furt'he"st fr.om the shIp
. '- .W~en y~u a~.~ settlng; up, th~:nl., it m,ust 'be.:
outaide\the ~upportln~ maRt when you scr~w It
. I
I
'The dleper..rit pump'. ~,ed have a pr.,l. speO,d
which you must not chanp;e I
. . .
"
SBfetv Rules
~.
You r.lust never cut Ii"" NP& Which 1~ t.ht, .
\0 o·
.y'ou must do what you~ 8uP~8"r to~ls you,
whatever the Caphln Q.f tho ,Bhlp says
l'If ,you .want to smoke, YOlVcan"-ahl'ayo (\0 out
on d,ck
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PREFACE
'.' .
. OCTU - the 'Oll~ ~lI"lten'neasUf8STraining
Unit - was establlshed·1n June 1979 811he Col-
lege of A'~rIe"Navigallon, Marine Engineering
and ElectronIcS in St. John's, Newfcll.ndland. "
was lormed tp meet a need for p,actlcallrainlng In
cold ocean condilions on .marlne ollspil contain-
menland recoveryequfprnenl. The lnltialgoalwes
.~~:eii::~~=~~=~,:)w~thru~
l'I(ng and handling presently available types of
e~ulJM'nenlln the kind 9' operating conditions for
whlch'lhey were designed. Heavy emphaSis has
therefore been placed In the program on
'handS-on' training and on field exercises. The
lhearst/cal aspects altha basIc course have been
'restricted 10 the provisional generallnlormallon on
organization, on types 01 spills, on their environ-
mental Impact as il may affect cleanup operaUons
and on the limitations at the current state of the art.
AsecOnd five-day course (OffshOre Two)has been
developed to proVIde further tralnlng In the opera-
tJcM:1, preventive maintenance and troubleshoOting
of countermeasUl9s equipment.
The baslc trBlniOg program· end this manuel on
which It is based were developed by an organlzlog
committee drawn from: the Marine Emergencies
Service of the Canadian Coast Guard's New-"
foundlBnd Region, whi:h has the equipment and
expertIse In marine ollsplll countermeasures;
'C.(X)RE -the Centre IOf Cold Ocean Reso~s
Engineering - which Is undertaking reSearch on .
011 In Ice InteraCtions and countermeasure,; the
" CoIIeQR, which has extensive experience In ",n-
nlng marine emergency courses and the neces-
. sary faclUUes, Including a"lralnlng vessel; and the
Extension service of Memonel Unlvarslty 01 New-
foundland, which .provldes adulf".educatlon
throughout the region. The origlna! CorMilltee,
with the addItIon. of represenlatlves from member
J . oll.companles of the Easlcoast Spill ReSPOrlS8 As-"
sociatlon, is now the OCTU ActvISC?ry CommIttee.
Tbls manual was first Issued In drall form· as a
prel1mlnary version In order to permit Ita use, under
plIot program conditions, as a ba.sls lor the Initial
courses. Following Its Issue and use In 1979 andln
~~ of 1980, Comments we«. sought and
received. The manual was then evaluated and re-
"vised. this second edition, Pflp8I'8d lor the 1981
lraining progratl'!, Jocludes a number oj correc-
tions, fairly extensIve revision of the conlent and
layout of the orlglnal sections and some new mao
lerial. \ '\ , ••
Both the PrelimInary version and thls'second edl-
lion otllle manual were)Yrlttenand edIted by Oavld
Bazeley, 8.Tech., a.Ed., of CCOAE (prevloualy-
MemOOal's Extension Service), In close consulta-
" lion with members of lhe OCTU's Advisory Com·
mittee. Layout ctthls edition of the manual was by
"Michael ClaIr 01 Memorial's Eldenalon Service.
The photographs InclUded In itWerelake~by Davtd
~ Baz~!BY and 118 Renouf of C-cDRE andby Jack
Martin of Memorial's Educational Television Ser- •
vice, ~togre~lc·seclion. • .
~manual P~;he·~~conten~andbulC.·
.reference for'Offshore One' and 'Olfshote Two'. It
will also proYlde the basis for 'Inshore One', e
course for members of Inshore oIlap1ll reaponae
teams, partICIpants In.'Commaricl One', a course
for potenUal on·scene commandertl responsible
lor directing fNlrine ollsplll counlerme.lurel,
should regard this mantlal as a base refereryce,
As mote IS u~rstood about marine oUsp/lls In
cold ocean coildmons, new countermeasurea
methods and equIpment" are "developed. This . "
eyolutlonary process makes It eaMnUel that OCTU
should conUnue 10 evaluate, review and, II neces-
sary, re"v1se Its manuals and 8880Ciated reference
materIel annually,
D. M, Grenville "
Chairman
OCTU Advisory Committee
"
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INTRODUCTION
until a decade ago. the technology of oil·
spill countermeasures was almost f'IOCH'xistent.
The huge spills resulting from the groundings
of the Torrey Canyon (1967) and the Arrow
(1970) showed this dramaUcally. Since then,
much progress has been made, and equip·
ment has been designed and built which can con-
tain and recover oil In many situations, akhough
equipment and techniques for coping with off-
shore spills in ice or in rough seas has yet to be
developed to a useable ktval. In order to get
the best results from the equipment available,
we need capable, experienced peopte, trained in
its operaUon.
ocru's Initial training program consists of:
'Offshore One': A basic course which intro-
duces those likely to be concer-
ned with oilspills 10 the basic
problems involved and to
countermeasures procedures
and equipment.
'------->
'Offshore Two': A course for graduates of 'Off·
shore One' Pfovtding further
training in greater depth in the
operation, preventive mainte·
nance and troubleshooting of
countermeasures equipment.
'Command One': An advanced course for poten-
tial on-scene commanders re-
sponsible for directing marine
oilspill countermeasures oper-
ations.
'Inshore One' & Courses paranel and similar to
'Inshore Two': the 'Offshore' courses have
also been developed.
OCTU courses consist of a mix of classroom in-
struction, audio-visual presentations and practical
sessions, and concentrate on the actual perfor-
mance of tasks.
Each person attending the courses receives a
copy of this manual, which serves both as a text for
the course and for future reference.
\
, \
1· ORGANIZATION -OF. • OllSPILL. COUNTE~­
MEASURES
-/
lions for spiUs from '{esselst·.or to olher anna 01
govemment for. spillS on fresh water, on land,
from drillIng operations or from unknown
soutee!. . .
The responslbliity for c;:ombattlng an ollsplll rests
. wl!h theownerofthe sourCe althe spill. whether It's
a will, a tanker, another vessel, 8 refineiy'or ,"y
. other llOurce.,The owner can, if he Is able. do the
'cleanup himse". or he. can contract another or-
ganlzaUon with the capability. T~ 011 companies· As with any'large operation, ollsplll cleanups are •
drilling off the Canadian East COl'lst 10.1979 very dependent on communICations, as well as on
formed the E••teo.,t Spill R..pon.. Anocl. • each Individual performing his role as responsibly
..... lion In order tp provide such 8 capability In the ~and as effectively as possIble. Not only the' on·
region. Theequlpmetltownedbylhe Association Is ~ne.comma['lder but superVisors and task group
located In SI. John's at the 'Coast Guard's members aranthe eyes and ears 01 the people
Emergency Operations base. finally responsible lor the wtlole operatJon. so
" anythlrtg yoy ~tIce which Is unusual should be
In, certain circumstances, tile: operational reo relayec:l along the line; as should the progl1Isl' of
-spOnslbllity fOr an ollspm Cleanup task passes -'YoUl' wolt( and any problems which are delaying
to the 'Canadl,an Coast Guard E~r~nc)' Opera- .)'Ou. .' '.
ON-SCENE OR~ANIZATION
~~~~.IZ';;~;~::~:~~:I~~~:~:deflned organization makes control of the operatIOn much"
I
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,2: TYPES OF O;L SPILLS
. . I
TYPES OF OIL PRODUCTS
F;orJhe.purposes ofcleanup, thewhole range o! ~iI
produCts ~an be grouped in four categories: ...:-.\ ,.
1. Gasoline types -These are the most danger-
ous, as there Is agreat rtskol fir8J orexplosion.
The usual procedure Is to evacuate the area
.~s a~:~-t1:tS:I~~O;"r;~~:\~:~laf:~ ,
gasoline, this category Irlcludes, naphtha,
kerosene 8nd liquid natural gas,ILNG).
2. tJghiOils -These are lessdangeroUs as they
are nol explosive In \he open. How~r, whel)
recovered IntO tanRs, there could be explosive
• fumes in the tank) so extreme care Is still
necessary. Aj>pr9pr1afe cleanup methods may
Involve booms, skimmers and sOrbant- ma·
terlals (straw. ~foam sheets.. etc.). The otis ,.
in this category Intlude diesel, stove oil and
lube oU.
3. Bunke(C -In manY' ways t!l.i~·istha ha:rctest
type of 011 to dealwith, partk:~larly In scold sea.
n doe~ not spread very ~uch on the water, b~
I--
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:~~,~~=:rs:~~~r:e~.n=:o~Ir:~~nt:.
_~~':t~y pumped, Bunker C nee.dS to be
I ..
Booms will contaln BunkerC, but the effective-
nes~ of skimmers Is dOUbtful.ln cold water.
~~I:O~'~~::::'tl: ~I~~~:~e~:~~. ~
for pse In calm w!lter. ,
4. CrUde on - This Is what comes dlreclly lrom
the[Nell, and it is amixture 01 all the oU products .
we ,use. When freshly spilled, it-can be danger-
ous, as the "light fractions", gasoline, etc.,
wc:i~ld be evaporating off. When these are gone
,the 011 would beeaslerto handle for awhile, but
gr~duaJIy it would change to become more ilki·....
Bunker C. .
. i=JSh and f~~Y fresh ~rude, 011 wOuld be re·
. coYered'Uke ligh' oils, wllh boomlf and skim-
':~::d~~=~::~~~ :~~~I:rC~~led) crude all
I ,
TYPES OF. LOCATIONS OF SPILLS ,,' ...
The 'way of handling spills also depehds on lhelr normally be approved near shore, except In
location, v.;h9lherOffShore, near-S~hore. eIerne cases, --
1. ~~S~n~he~t;: ~~:::;'t It':::' 3. 0 shore - Oil fOUling the shoreline Is often
Ing and then to recover It. with sklmmer9 'or ~.." ~~tha~~ 1:~~I:u:,=~~~~~~r:;
sorbOnt materials; or to dlspe,r9& It with cheml· w;=to keep the shoreline contamln.
Cals/ •• '~auon as smaR as po~~U18n to recover
2, Near-shore - Keeping the 011 away from the (. 011 on the' water itfi skimmers or eorbente
shore. especially beaches, marshy: shores or Cleaning t shoreline lIself Is a different
quiet coves, would be the first prIo~ In this preble nnally Involving booms, sorbenta
caM. This would Involve booms and poaalbly and construction equipment, al'id possible
bUilding barricades of bOufder1 or sand Re·/~persants This part ollhe operation would
t:~nl~~~e:~"hII;=a:I':"w:~ ~ ua~y be left until the oil on the water wu/ r
3: SAFETY
Safety is a two-sided thing. The situation where
you work must be made as safe as possible. That is
the job of your employer, and of the master of yOUf
vessel. But you must do yOUf part by knowing and
following the rules.
Almost any work can be hazardous if proper pre-
cautions are not taken. Working on ships or in
boats at sea adds hazards to those which would go
with similar work ashore.
The hazards which may affect you in yOUf work
come from six factors:
1. Using machinery and tools.
2. Working on a deck which is always moving.
3. Having other people around doing other jobs
not connected with yours (the ship's crew).
4. Working outside and with cold water.
5. Falling out of or getting lost in small boats.
6. The inflammability of oil products.
GENERAL RULES FOR BEING AT SEA
IN LARGE OR SMALL VESSELS
1. STAY ALERT -Keep aware of what
is going on around you.
2. THINK BEFORE you do something.
NEVER LET GO of a line unless you know
what will happen.
3. If you are NOT SURE you can do
something, DON'T TRY.
4. NEVER just put anything down. Put it
in something or lash it down.
5. CLEAN UP IMMEDIATELY any spills
of oil, grease or paint, etc.
6. Never leave a tangle of rope or
wire - COIL IT.
7. NEVER CUT'A TAUT ROPE.
8. Wear SUITABLE CLOTHES.
9. If you are issued any safety gear,
WEAR IT.
10. For handling rope or cable, wear
gloves.
11. If you have to go from vessel to
vessel:
a. Get the feel of the movement
b. Keep hold with one hand at all times
c. STEP - DO NOT JUMP.
SOME RULES FOR WORKING ON
LARGER VESSELS
1. The general rules apply
2. The master of the vessel is in final
command of you, whoever else is directing
your work
3_ Do not interfere with the crew memo
bers' work, and obey promptly if they ask
you to do something.
4 Obey any signs posted on the ship.
5. Allow regular crew members to:
a Heave lines to other vessels or reo
ceive them.
b launch small boats
c. Make fast any lines, partICularly tow
lines or lines to winches, ei::. or to
check them if you do it
6 00 not smoke anywhere unless you
know It IS safe and permitted. Do not
smoke on deck when the vessel is at the
scene of a spill.
7 Do not go exploring the vessel, or into
an area of it unless you know you are per-
mitted,
8. Wear a HARD HAT on deck at ALL
TIMES
SOME RULES FOR WORKING IN
SMALL BOATS
,. WEAR A L1FEJACKET
2. Do not try to operate a small boat
unless, -
a You know how to,
b, You have practised under super-
visiOn on that type of boat
3. Do not operate a small boat around
other traffic unless you know the 'rules of
the road'
4, Do not operate a small boat alone
Make sure someone aboard can operate
gear, especially the radiO.
5. Before you set out, check that the boat
has emergency gear (radio, flares. ratiOns,
oars) and that regular equipment is work·
ing
6. Do not race around, or go faster than
necessary.
7 Do not tow with a small boat unless
a The boat is property eqUipped for
tOWing
b. You have towed with that type of
boat before.
4: DIESEL ENGINES
This chapter will give a general description of how
diesel engines work, some rules to f~1ow when
starting and operating diesels and some ideas as
to basic trouble-shooting. The regular car engine
will be used as a comparison.
WHY DIESELS?
When an engine is required to run for long periods
of time 8t 8 constant speed, diesels have many
advantages. They are more economical on fuel
than gasoline engines, and becausetheirelectrical
system is used for starting only, and so is much
simpler (some diesels have no electrical system at
all) and because they use fuel InJection instead of
a carburetor, they need very little maintenance
once they are set up correctly. Diesel fuel is also
much safer to handh! than gasoline.
The use that oilspiU countermeasures equipment
gets is very suitable fOf diesel engines. The fact
that an ektctricaJ system is only used (sometimes)
to start the engine means that if the engine can be
started away from the scene of the spill, there is
much less risk of stray sparks setting fire to oil
yapolXS than if a gas engine is used.
DIESEL ENGINE TYPES
Diesels, like gas engines, come in all shapes and
sizes. They may have one, two, four, six, e+ght Or
morecytinders. Some newerdesigns have three or
five cylinders, but you are unlikely to find one 01
these on oilspill equipment. Multi-eylinder engines
may be 'straight' or 'y'. Almost all diesel engineson
oilspill equipment are 'four-eycle', like a regular car
engine. Diesels may be 'two-cycle', especially
smaller ones. There are no differences in operating
'two-eycle' engines.
Largerdiesels are usually self-starting. They either
have an electric starter, like a car, or a starter
which works from a pressurized liquid
(usually hydraulic oil). With the hydraulic starter,
you may get only one attempt to start the engine
before the pressure is gone. Be sure you carry out
the checks before you start the engine.
Small diesels are usually hand-started with a
crank. These cranks do not work the same as an
old-fashioned car crank.• not used correctly, they
can be hazardous.
CRANK·STARTING A SMALL DIESEL
Check lhefuel and lube oil lewis. There IS usually a IewtrOf aknobwrth three positions labelled STOP-RUN-
STAAT Set it to START.
There Is another lever labelled DECOMPRESSKJN Of COMPRESSKJN LIFTER. it win be spring~
There shoukl be a label shOWing whicJl way to tum the crank. It is usually clockwise as you look at the ern.
Grasp thecrank handle with your right hand. DO NOT WRAP YOUR THUMB AROUND THE HANDLE. ThIt
is called the "monkey grip".
Pull the DECOMPRESSION LEVER against its spring with your left halld and hold it there.
Tum the crank. DO NOT LET GO of the DECOMPRESSION LEVER while you build up the speed of'"
crank.
When the crank is turning .. fut •• you cen get tt, quickly let go of the decompression lever, Keep turning
the crank. You will feellhe engine go 'over' c:ompntssiOn. It shotAd start and continue to run. Let go of the
crank, If the crank kicks back, you were not tUmilg it fast enough. Try agan
lei the engine roo tor a minl.tkt, then sel the STOp·RUN-$TART lever to RUN Many djesels haw a~
throttle. " there is a throttle to operate, you will have to open it to gel power from the engine
DIESEL ENGINE TROUBLE SHOOTING
Diesel engines do not have an ignition system. There are no spark plugs, distributor, points, condensers or
coils. Some diesels have 'gklwplugs', which are used only tor starting the engine. An example of this type is
the Ford diesel in the Transvac unit (page 73). On the Transvac: it is called the heater plug,
This is a checklist of things you can check if the engine will not start or run. Do not attempt further
maintenance yourself. A qualified diesel mechanic should be called in.
STARTER WILL NOT TURN ENGINE
Electric start:
Battery connections loose or bad
Battery Iial
Clean terminals and refit
Fit charged battery or jump start (beware of shorts and
sparks) or use alternate starter if fitted, e.g., Oceanpac:k
has spring starter
Hydraulic start:
Low pressure in starter Pump up starter pressure
Try again with switch 'on'
Reset stop device and try again
Spray a little starting fluid Inlo air cleaner
Open throttle or set to 'START' and try again
ENGINE TURNS BUT WILL NOT FIRE
Check tank and replenish. Some diesels have fuel lrlj&Co
tion systems which Will not refill themsetves With fuel if
allowed to run dry. This is 8 JOb for a mechanic.
Check
Out of fuel
Fuel tap off (if fitled)
Glowplug switch was not 'on'
Stop device left 'on'
Temperature too cold
Throttle not open or set to
'RUN' or 'OFF'
ENGINE STARTS BUT WILL NOT RUN CORRECTLY
Clogged air liher
Turbocharger belt loose
RUN·START lever left on 'START
(small engines)
Replace or clean
Tighten as for a car belt
Set to 'RUN'
5: OPERATING SMALL BOATS
HANDLING
Operating a boat is not like driving a car, despite
the fact that you often have a wheel that looks the
same.
When you turn the wheel, you get a very different
effect. True. the bow will turn the way you turn the
wheel. But unlike a car, the slem of a boat will go
out the opposite way.
This can be very tricky at low speed, because the
slowerthe boat is moving, the more the back will go
out. Of course, whenever you have fine manoeu-
vers to make, you will be moving very slowly.
Another point is that boats do not have brakes. The
drag of the water will skrN the boat when you shut
off the drive, but not like the brakes on a car. This
means you must think ahead, and act well in time.
especially when there are other vessels around or
near shore. At very low speeds. a touch of reverse
on the molor can be used to stop the boat. This
must not be used, however, when going any faster
than dead slow, as it can be quite dangerous and
very hannful to the motor, especially if the boat has
outboard motors.
Because it ts affected by wind and currant (mostty
wind at sea, current on rivers), you wfll find that a
small boat is more easity handled when it is facing
upwind (or current). This is the best direction to
approach a mooring or another vessel from.
The use of small boats when large seas are run-
ning is not recommended. However, it may be
unavoidable. If the boat is seaworthy, il should be
no more Ihan uncomfortable.
There are a couple of points, however, which make
small boat operation in large waves safer.
Full power should not be used, especially in
powerful boats. The main danger is that the boat
may take off when cresting a large wave. This can
be harmful to the engines, but also it can be very
dangerous to the crew when the boat comes down
again and can even break bones, or throw some-
one overboard.
There are Ihree main hazardous situations in sma!
boat operation. Any of them can occur, but simple
precautions and good habits ma~ them unlikely,
and less dangerous if they do occur.
1. MAN OVERBOARD OR CAPSIZE
This can happen in the besl of circum-
stances. That is why the first two rules of
small boat safety are WEAR A L1FE-
JACKET and NEVER OPERATE a small
boat ALONE.
Falling overboard is mostly a result
of not holding on or of taking chances
Remember, one hand for the Job, one for
yourself and do not take chances even
if it means not doing what you are
supposed to.
CapSiZing can normally be avoided by not:
trying 10 operate a small boat unless you
are well-practised. However, it can still
happen. The golden rule is STAY WITH
THE BOAT. Mosl small boats Will not sir*;
and are much easier to spol than a IonIt
person.
2. LOSING POWER
Of course the simplest cause of this is to
run Qut of fuel. This can be avoided by
ALWAYS checking before you setout. and
making SlX8 you have MORE than enough
fuel. If you don't know how much you are
ely to need. ask.
Equally important is to not operate a boat
unless you know It is in goOO wor1dng order.
and has been well maintained. If an engine
is hard to start when you are setting out. get
it checked BEFORE you go.
Breakdowns can still occur. So before you
set oul, check that the boat has adequate
emergency supplies.
These should include:
a) a radio
b) flares
c) minor engine spares and a tool kit
d) emergency food supply.
Make SUfe that at least one person on
board knows how to use each piece of
equipment on board. Check the radio be·
fore setting out.
3. GETIING LOST
The primary precaution against this is the
radIO Also. if you are operating near shore.
s chart should be taken.
II you do break down or get lost, summon
help by radio on the emergency channel.
Keep a good watch and if you have good
reason to believe help is near, light a flare
\0 attract attention.
'RULES OF TIlE ROAD'
1. Keep to the right of other vessels.
2. Give way (yield) when you are passing
another vessel.
3. Do not go close to other vessels, es-
pecially fishing vessels, unless it is neces-
sary.
4. Do not travel faster than necessary.
especially in bays and harbours.
5. If you are crossing another vessel's
path:
a) they have right of way if they are on
)'OlJ'" starboard side;
b) you have right of way if the other
vessel Is on your port side, but,
- be prepared to give way anyway,
- remember large vessels are
much less manoeuvreable than
small boats,
- sailing vessels atways have right
of way over power boats
THE BOSTON WHALER
The Boston Whaler series are pow-
erful 17 10 21 foot wori<boats. The
Whalers here are 21 foot models with
two 85 hp outboard motors, which will
drive them at up to 40 knots. These
boats are also equipped with VHF
radio. compass, navigation lights and
a towing line.
PRELAUNCH CHECKS
Check the hold for tool kit and
emergency supplies.
Check that the spare tanks on deck
are full.
Check the fuel level in the built-in tanks. Check that the drain plugs fore and aft are closed.
'0
Raise the engines using the trim controls, until the
'travel support' brackets are free.
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Pull back the 'travel support' brackets and lower
the engines.
LAUNCHING LIFTING
WRE
STEADY
LINE
4. Tum the two ignition keys to start
the engines.
I'the engines are cold. push inon
: ~~e~ you tum, to operate
5. Let go of the keys when the en-
gines fire.
6. Allow the engines a few minutes 10
wann up.
7. Pullpackonthethrottlestoreduee
the engine speed to a smooth idle.
If there is not enough power to
start an engine:
a) one battery can be used to
boost the other. Cables are in
the tool kit.
b) the engine can be started by
hand.
1. Lower the motors fultywith the trim
controls.
2. Move the throttles until you can
pull them outwards. Pull the
handles out to set drives in neu-
traL
The Whaler is now ready for launch-
ing. If it is being launched from a ship,
make sure
a) only the attached lifting wires
are used {J:l'us steady Hoes to
front and rear),
b) the wires are not passing under
the towing frame.
Before you go aboard the Whaler. you
should put on a lifejacket.
3. leaving the handles outward,
push them ahead half.
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TO START THE ENGINE BY HAND
7. If the engine still refuses to
start, remove the spark
plugs, clean and dry them,
and replace. The motor igni-
tion is electronic, so fouled
plugs are the only likely pro-
blem you would be able to fix
on the spot. Try to avoid let-
ting the engines idle for long
periods.
3. Tum the ignition key to
'on'.
5. Attach the
cord to the
flywheel. Full
starting in-
structions are
on the motor.
6. If there is no response from
an engine, check the fuse on
the side of the motor. If it is
gone, replace it with a spare
from the tool kit.
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OPERATI NG THE WHALER
Erect the radio antenna.
Check the radio operation.
When the engines are warm, pull the
throttles back until they click back in-
wards.
Now push forward to go ahead. Pull
back to go astern. Use the controls
gently and smoothly. These boats are
very powerful.
If one engine stops, and you cannot
restart it, you can operate the boat
with one engine.
Raise the other engine out of the
water, with the tilt control.
The tilt controls can be used to trim the
engines under extreme loading con-
ditions, but this is not often necessary.
TOWING
If you have to tow another vessel,
bring the line over the rear hoop and
make fast to it the bitts on the forward
frame.
se careful when towing. Stand clear of
the lines at atl times.
Do not open the throttles when the line
is off to one side, or turn sharply.
Either of these acts may capsize the
Whaler.
BrITS
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6- RADIO .'• COMMUNICATIONS
OTHEf\.CONTROLS
.Volume
ThIs cOntrols the volume of received mesSages, If
you tum It way down beCftuse ola loud meaaage,
tum n up again when finished 80 that you wi. be
able 10 hear any faint calls.
Squek:h
This controls the backgound noise ~hlch Is nearty
always present on two-way radIOs. Tumlng n
clock'6'tae win_move more bacl<grQund nolte, but
B!so lends to muffle the vo6ee a bit. Tumlng n
counler-clockwl8e gives 8 clearer voice bul more
nOIse, You have to flnd the besl balance, "lhere I,
100 much noise, tum n blOckwlse. If the 'vole:, Is
muffled or nol clear, tum the squelch COntrol
counler:etoekwlse, Sets on small craft may, be
. equlppe~ to usa, ha!ldphonas as wall 8' a
Idud'spaakar.,These are very helpful when the en-
gines are running...
16.
OntER CHANNELS
Befora~u set out, fl~oOl from~ Co-ordl~torof
the operation which channel or ehaMels you
should use tot rT18ssag&slt the eel has mote lhan
'two (CHANNEL 16. and Ohe olher), ahd make s
nolt 0' the number(8).,
GcY.Kt communlcarJon Is Yltal In _large operadon SENDING AND RECEIVING MESSAGES
::~II::=;:=: ::':::; Nearty all mobile radios are aubnatblly 881 on
controller ean obtain theneceuary Informltlon on =~:::==t~=~=c:~
which CO "baSe I\Is d8c1sbns. not r1(1\t down and thai the _t Is "on"•.
In oftahore situations, most orlhe radio traffic' . ~n)'Ou'needlospeak"U!lualtyallyouhaY8todo
wouklbG handledby.lhemaJnredloalntlleiiessels is preeaortumaiwltch. Thlswlllbe cle&r1y mart<ed
and operated by the crew. But Hyou are Ina 8mall "TRANSMIT' in most cases. It tI'lay be on the
, craft, or op8faUng ashol8 in an Ioshont incident; microphone which Is often separala from the. 981
you may have to use radio you,rself. and attached by a cord, or on the set.
~::~=~:~~~~'hd~~~~ ~=: A radio cannot send and receive atlhe same lime, "
:held"walkie-taJkle" sets.Both types haye basically ~tl~~~~::~:~~~::'~:~'.':~~~~t=~p~
~~a:~h~~':~~~:=I~~:,-'8::ea:;~~: this wh.lch Is explained further on,
dlvldually. as the details 01 operatlon may change
lromO(l8 to another. butlhe opereUng procedures
8ltlalalike, .
1
1
I
1
1,-
1
1
1
1
t
1 .CHANNEL SELECTJOH
. ·Youcenon~u.r8dioklcommlfllcatewhenyout
Nt and the receMng ..I are h.IMtd to the·same
I' I :=.~~~~~=::
with tele\tl8lol\. Each ollh8se II called a CHAN·
I ' I :-~isl:~::l~'~~::~'~:~~
'.: I channels. . . • .
·1 . ~arw:~~6:~":lt~~~~I:~:::S~~~~;
I.
!, dlstress caDs. and you should_only use It lor that
purpose. '
1
I- '.
'.1
THE TECHNIQUES OF
RAO'O SPEECH .
Trained radio operators use quite a 101 of Sland-
"rdized worda and phrases. These are given fully
In tt:'e' "Radio Telephone-Operator Handbook",
published by the Canadian Government It Is 'nOl
. really necessary .for you to know these In order to
use radio In the event of an·ollspill incident, but
there -'sma ways Ihatyoucan makeyouruseof'
radio more affective.
1. Speak each word plainly and end each word
~=Y~~~g~~~"~~~:~~ together. and .Iry.,t~.
2. Do'not shoul
3. Do IlOllipeak very quickly or-v8r\i slowly and
try to keep your apeed constant.
4. If you know the 24-hourclock system. use,It.11
yo.u *,001, be au,. to always8sy "a.m,"or"p.m."
eo thai mistakes do nOt occur.
. When you have to say numbers, it 1s..beSI to speak
each digit. For 811ample: .
For 16 say."one six",
For 38,143 say "three sigh.l one four three",
for 28,3 say two eight declm.1 three.
Bullor 5,000 say fi~ thousand. .
and .
For 16,000 say one six thousand.
8. Some messages will have to Include letters,
or, when radio r8:Ception Is notclear, you may have
to spe. out certain words. Radio operators use a
"pho,netlc Alphabet". Instead of saying "ABC",
they say "AlIa Braw Charlie". There 18 a standard
lIat. of these words, ancHf you know them, you
I'hould use them. However, In emergency clr-
cumslances, It would be alright to say, for example
·"M for Monkey".
1. There are some other won::ls which you may'
hear, paitlcularly If the other-operator Is experi-
enced In the use ,of radio. These woros have spe-
cial meaning when used on the radio. -
CALL SIGNS·
Each radio set. should have a call slgn allocated.
This may be lhe name of the vesSel or the registra-
lion code of the aIrcraft. In the case of 'small craft-
and tJantt sels, a call sign WOuld often be allOcated
to 8ach set for the,operatlon. Before setting out,
find out·yourcall sign and the others in use fromthe
,; operation co-ordinator. Wrlle down these call!!gns
along with your allocated channel(s).·
You should use your cali sign whenever you make
oranswer acall. For example, you may be 'Moblle'
~~Ie~~ rpnt to call your supervlSO~: who Ison
Check YOU)se\l5 on the correctChanr~l, and that
no one else Is speaking on it.
:s~~:7~sJS Mobile 3, over" (Call up)
Release "Transmit". -
Mobile 1 should reply with
"M9bile 3, this Is Mobile 1, go ahead, over"
You should then transmit your message. tf there Is
~ reply, repeat the call-Up.
"OYEa" AND "OUT"
This 15 the way that one operatortells the atherthat
he has finished his part of the communication and
expectS a reply; or does not expeCt a reply. When
you have finished any-part of your message and
expect afGPIy, say "owr". For Inslance, when you
call up another stallon, you woUld say'
"Mobile ·1, this Is Mobile 3, over" -
After the word. over you must release "Transmit"
on your set so you can receive the reply.
When )'Ou havt! completely finished a communi-
cation, and do not expect any .further reply from
the other station, an~ 11 your call 81gn Is Mobile 3,
YOU'8hOuld finish by sayIng
"This Is Mob!1e 3, out"
and release "Transmit".
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Word or Phrase Meaning
ACKNOWLEDGE Tell me if you under-
stood this message
AFFIRMATIVE Yes
CONFIRM My version is
that right?
GO AHEAD Proceed with your
message
NEGATIVE No
CHANNEL Change to chan-
nel before can·
tinuing the message
ROGER I have received all of
your last transmis·
soon
WILCO I have received your
message and will do
as you ask.
There are a few others, but they are obvi-
ous In meaning
DISTRESS CALLS
There are three types of calls concerned with
safety which you may hear. They are identified by
special words at the beginning of the call.
DlSTAESS SIGNALS
The key word is MAYDAY. These signals have
prionty over all others. tf you hear one, stop any
communication you are having, listen to the mas·
sage and note down the details. A MAYDAY signal
means that whoever is sending it is in danger and
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Example
PuttIng all this together. a typical message
may be as follows:
MOBILE 3 Base, this is Mobile 3, over
BASE Mobile 3, this is Base, go
ahead. over
MOBILE 3 Sea Pack Boom deployed
two miles northwest of Dog
Point. over
BASE Roger, Mobile 3. Vessel
Janie Bravo due one four
three zero hours with skim-
mer aboard. Hold the boOm
in position until spill reeo·
vered, over
MOBILE 3 Wileo Base This is Mobile 3
out.
needs help. The message should be something
like this:
MAYDAY MAYDAY MAYDAY THIS IS MOTOR
VESSEL NORTHERN STAR, MOTOR VESSEL
NORTHERN STAR, MOTOR VESSEL NORTH-
ERN STAR. I AM THREE MILES EAST OF CAPE
SPEAR LOST POWER AND DRIFTING ON-
SHORE. I NEED A TOW DR RESCUE. MY VES-
SEL IS TWO SIX FEET LONG. MOTOR VESSEL
NORTHERN STAR OVER.
I
I
" you he. auch_ a message. the penlOn In c0m-
o mand 01 YOlK Craft 8hO!JId ~. these actions:
A. IF)'OO8relnthllare8o'lhedistressveuel:
1. AcknowledQe~ MAYDAY cd •
NORTHERN StAR•. NORTHERN
STAR. NOJ:lTHEAN'STAR. THIS IS
~~E~~~v~~6~~ls~~
. ;...t<KOVlK, ROGER MAYDAY. OjIT.
2. JBegln going to the aid of the distressed
Ivea_1 it thlS"£S poselble and 8pP1Oprlate:
3/ Relay t~ Infonnatlon to your communl-
. J ca~ base, or directly to Search"and
.' Rescue, it possible.
4. StoP~llcomtnunlcationonlhelr8que~
. / In use by the dIstressed vessel.
/ 5. ~~:~=7~~~~~~::i
and may be In 8 better position. to tlelp
~yours.
8. IF you ara not n the 8188, you should listen
on that frequency. If no station responds to
the MAYDAY call w1tNn a minute or two,
acknowl8dge ani:J cal and.continue steps 1•
5·"'1'"'· .
If. stloUOrl nearer the scene responds, take
. atepl3,..... and 5: onty.
Other types of caDs.yOu rn;ay hear are ooncemed
with safety, either 01 specific vessels, or generalty
to a11.W..ls. . • ,
U~OENCY SIQNAlS
nekeywoma here ale PAN PAN, PAN PAN, PAN
PAN. TheN mean the m8S:S1g&,1s concerned with
~~~fra~:-:S:~~~;:~~he~=
(MAYOAY). . •
"Ilona
1. uaten to the·me~ •. ::
~..
.i{~.-~ .
2. Ifitdoesnolconoemyou.c:ontinUllworkbutdo
· not use that frequer,cy lor .1 least three ml-
mJtes. •
3. Irlt.does~emyou.lakeaptjtC'priateection.
SAFETY SIONAU
The key words here are SECU~rn:;SECURrTY.
. SECURITY. They mean thl message 19 concer·
nei:I with geriaiaJ 8alety. Thllse calls have Pr\orIty
over d sips except MA.VOAX and.PAN PAN
eau..
.ApIJons
, 1,:' Uste~.,o ~ ine~ge.
2. Take appropriate action.
3. cOntln'ue 10 ilsten on thall~ua~y for furthllf
calls.
~KING SPECIAL CALLS
it Is', unlikely you will nee4 to make urgency or
safety calls. lilt do8s seem appropriate. the be~
a::llon to take would be to calyourcorrvnunlcetlon
base and eIow them Ib broadcast the message.
unleSS It 1S'lo a speeJfic craft in your operallOn:
.However. you may"need to make·a dlslr88ScaII.
MAKING A DISTRESS CAU
If you are Indangerend need hllp•.make a distress
cal. . '. .
1. ~e exactly what 10 say\YO\I' mesSage
~uId co~n the folowlng: :.
MAYDAY. MAYDAY. MAYDAY. THIS IS (your
.caIl Sl~. thre' times).
Where you are.
· ~a~:'~':t='::;allon(howmany~p" _
abOard. any lr4urtes. etl,). • ' .
2. M8ke tile call on your r&Qular woritlng fl9-
quency. .,
3. II no ,.allon responds, repeat the cail on
CHANNEL 16. Keep repeatlng,.~ calion
· =~~uencle8a!tel'fl!llely~a8~tIon.re-
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7: OFFSHORE COUNTERMEASURES
INTRODUCTION
Contingency plans for countermeasures opera-
lions in the waters offshore from Canada's east
COast all involve the use of the Vikoma Oceanpack
boom and Framo skimmers, deployed from rig
supply vessels. Earlier procedures required three
vessels to deploy a set consisting of one boom and
one skimmer. A procedure developed in 81. John's
dUring 1979 enables two booms and two skimmers
10 be deployed from three vessels, and also makes
the vessel maneuvers required much easier.
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This new procedure does mean, however, that
exactly what you have to do when you work with
the Oceanpack at some stages of the operation
depends on whether that boom will be to port or
starboard of the skimmer vessel when final de-
ployment is complete. The starboard vessel has its
Oceanpack mounted conventionally, and the fol·
lowing instructions are given for this situation. The
other vessel has the Oceanpack mounted on its
starboard quarter and all actions on this are oppo-
site.
THE VIKOMA OCEANPACK
The Vikoma Oceanpack is a system
for laying and recovering an oil·
containment boom. tt is designed 1)
be used in open sea from the rear
deck of a drilt-rig supply vessel.
The Oceanpack consists of a storage
hold containing the boom, a Ford di·
esel power unit. ajib and jXlwerblock
for hauling the boom. and the control
cab.
The system comes with 500 metres
(about 1,600 teet) of boom. This type
of boom is made up of two tubes, one
filled with air and one with water. The
air is pressurized by a fan inside the
Oceanpack. The water is pressurized
by a submerged pump driven hyd-
raulically.
",tube -n
Water tube ----b'
FIXING TO THE VESSEL
The Oceanpack weighs about 6 tons.
The crane used to ~ft it aboard the ship
must have adequate capacity - 30
tons is usually used in St. John's har-
bour.
Four lifting cables are attached to the
Oceanpack, use only these cables.
The Oceanpack should be placed on
the an deck. about 15 feet from the
stem and about four feet from the port
rail, with the cab facing the stern.
The Oceanpack on vessel bottom left is mounted
conventionally, near the port rail. The Oceanpack
on the Heritage Service is mounted near the ves-
sel's starboard rail for deployment to port of the
skimmer vessel.
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Attach a three-quarter inch turnbuckle to the crash
bar on each comer.
Steel brackets have been made up to go with each
Oceanpack. Weld these to the deck at the right
distance to attach the tumbuckle. They should be
pIcr;ed a little outskie the fore and aft ~ne olthe side
of the Oceanpack.
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Attach the turnbuckles to the brackets and tighten.
Before leaving port check that you have aboard:
Spare fuel and lube oil;
All hydraulic hoses and the water pump and buoy;
A supply of stlacldes, rope and pelican hooks; and
A radar ref\ector buoy.
Start up the engine before leaving port to check its
operation.
Replace the hoki cover and lash down.
secure the cab door.
STARTING THE ENGINE
Check the fuel level in the sight glass.
If using barrels to refill, the manual fuel pump may
be used.
The fuel filler is beneath the jib. above the engine
hatch cover.
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Check radiator coolant level.
The filler pipe for the radiator is also above the
engine hatch cover. Use 50150 antifreeze and
water.
Check that all control levers are ·off'. Tum battery isotator to 'on'. Start the engine with the key. Allow the
engine to warm up until it is running at 1800 RPM.
r---::-:---,
In cold weather. open the SWing cover on
the engine hatch and push excess fuel
botton.
In sub-zero weather:
- Fill the dashpot on the front of the en-
gine with diesel fuel.
- Push the cold start button on the panel
for 30 seconds
Start the enQlne with the key.
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If the banery is flat, use the spring starter. Follow the
instructions in the cab.
The spring starter drive is behind the panel on the front
of the cab.
AJIow the engine to warm up until it is running at 1,800
RPM
PREPARATIONS
These operations may be done before sailing, or
on the way to an operation.
Uncover the hold.
Unload the water pump, buoy, towing wires,
capstan sheave unit and the air duct.
Pull the tail of the boom forward over the hold door
and lay it on the deck.
Check that the tail wire is shackled to the tail of the
boom.
Make fast the free end of the tail wire to the main
deck winch cable with a Pelican Hook.
Attach 100 feet of ~ inch line to the tail wire near
the Pelican Hook.
Open the main pump control enough to give hyd-
raulic pressure.
Erect the jib.
If the grip wheel is not facing the ship's stem, turn
the block so that it does. To do this:
- Remove the pin at the base of the block.
- Tum the block.
- Replace the pin.
Open the grip wheeL
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Check which way the power b60ck control oper-
ates.
Lower the jib.
Pull the top fold of the boom over the block.
Erect the jib.
Lock the jib.
Close the grip wheel.
Feed out about 15 teet of boom. then stop the
block.
Attach the water pump, buoy and towing wire to the
head of the boom.
- Insert the pin Into the water pump coupling, and
fix with the split pin.
- Insert the pin and split pin to the towing wire
coupling.
Anach the air duet to the boom. Make sure the wing
bolts are tight.
Couple the hydraulic lines from the water pump to
the couplings on the Oceanpack.
Follow the yellow band on the duel to make sure it
is not twisted or tangled with the hydraulic lines.
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Open the two zips in the air duct. Push the end of
the air duct well onto the outlet on the Oceanpack.
Tighten the clamp ring.
Attach the safety line to the frame lug.
Close the two zips in the air duct.
The air duct and the first part of the boom should
Inflate.
Join the towing wire to the deck winch cable.
Let out enough cab4e to have 10 metres aft of the
Oceanpack.
Put two 0 shackles over the winch cable.
TIB a length of 1 inch rope to one shackle. tt must
be long enough to reach across the deck. Make the
rope fast to the starboard side of the vessel so that
the cable is on the deck close to the starboard rail.
Tie a similar length 01 rope to the other shackle.
and make fast to the port side of the vessel. without
moving the winch cable.
OCEANPACK BOOM DEPLOYMENT
Boom laying can begin when the skimmer
vessel Is anchored on station.
The boom vessel which will lay its boom first should
be about a half to one mile directly downwind of
the skimmer vessel.
All other vessels should stay well clear.
To begin laying, the boom vessel steams upwind at
about 2 knots as the boom is gradually deployed.
There shouk1 be sufficient time to lay all the boom
before the skimmer vessel is reached.
LAYING THE BOOM
Wait until the vessel is heading upwind at about 2
knots.
Move the boom air lever to inflate the boom to "4
inches water gauge."
Launch the buoy and water pump over the stem.
Stand clear of the towing line.
Check there are no tangles in the air duet or the
hydraulic lines.
Operate the power block to feed out the boom.
Engage the water pump. Control the speed of the
block with the main pump control wheel.
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I:k.
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Lay the boom as fast as possible without causing
bights (kinks) in the boom.
II the boom sinks at the end, the vessel should stop
until the boom return~ to the surface.
If you have to stop laying the boom for more than a
lew minutes, stop the block when there is a zip in
the top layer 01 boom in the hold.
Open this Zip, and prop it open.
Remember to close the zip before you start to lay
boom again.
When all but the tail of the boom is laid, stop the
block and open the grip wheel. Unlock and lower
the jib.
Reel out the deck winch cable until the Pelican
Hook is astern of the Oceanpack.
Attach a radar reflector buoy to the boom tail wire.
Lay the buoy on the after deck, close to the edge.
Heave the 100 foot line across to the ski'nmer
vessel.
When the line is made fast aboard the skimmer
vessel, strike the Pelican Hook.
This win allow the tail of the boom to be pulkKt over
to the skimmer vessel.
The boom vessel then moves off and anchors on
station about 300 yards to the side and about one
hundred yards ahead of the skinmer vessel.
Loosen the lines shackled over the winch cable.
Haul in on the line next to the Oceanpack until the
cable Is alongside the Oceanpack. Tighten both
lines.
Switch the standby fan to 'auto'.
The other boom vessel then repeats this procedure
on the other side.
ABOARD THE SKIMMER VESSEL
Anach the messenger line to a winch line with a
Peltcan Hook (the opposite quarter is a good Ioca·
tion if a winch is there). Winch in the line until the tail
of the boom is about ten feet from the vessel.
Anach PVC skirts to the outboard line with shack-
les (see photo on page 52).
WHILE THE BOOM IS DEPLOYED
While the boom is laid, the engine is kept running.
Every 12 hours you should:
Stop the engine.
Check the fuel level and refill it if it is low.
Check the lube oil level and top up if necessary.
Check the hydraulic oil level and lop up if neces-
S31Y.
Restart the engine.
Also, you should check quite often:
Engine temperature.
Ammeter.
Boom air and water pressure.
Hydraulic oil pressure.
A serious drop in oil pressure will cause the engine
to stop and the warning light to flash.
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RECOVERING THE BOOM USING THE DECK
WINCH
ABOARD THE SKIMMER VESSEL
Remove the PVC skirts from the tait wire of the
boom.
Winch out the wire until the Pelican Hook is very
close to the rall.
Attach the radar reflector buoy to the tail wire out-
board of the rail.
Hold the buoy outOOard of the rail, and rektase the
Pelican Hook.
ABOARD THE BOOM VESSEL
When the tail of the boom is released from the
skinmer vessel, the boom vessel shou'd steam
clear of the skimmer vessel, towing its boom. It
should then make a large circkt and recover the tail
of its boom.
Open the main pump control.
Erect the jib.
Rotate the power bk>ck so that the grip wheel faces
the ship's bow. Replace the pin (see page 24).
Shut off the water pootp.
Remove the rear door of the hold. Stow it in a safe
p1a:;e.
Winch in until the tail of the boom comes through
the block, as far as the reinforcing plate.
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Control the boom air pressure between 4 and 6
"inches water gauge", but if a part of the boom
starts to sink, open the pressure control im-
mediately and stop recovery until it floats again.
If there is oil sticking to the boom, wash it down with
a fire hose as it comes aboard.
As the last of the boom comes aboard, haul in the
towing wire and recover the buoy and water pump.
Stop the power block, leaving enough boom aft so
that the boom is not taking the weight of the buoyor
water pump.
If it is a long trip back to port, or if the boom is not
going to be redeployed for some time, open the
grip wheel, unlock and lower the jib.
Stop the engine.
Close the engines louvres.
If the weather is bad, lash down the boom.
ALTERNATIVE METHOD OF RECOVERING
THE BOOM USING THE OCEANPACK CAP-
STAN
Clamp the capstan to the rear crash bar.
Always use both pins.
Connect the electric cable.
There is a switch on top of the capstan.
Push once for 'on',
Push again for 'off'.
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If the boom is needed again, it can be redeployed
from this position. If not, it is best to repack the
boom on retum to port.
Open the grip wheel.
Lower the jib.
Thread the boom between the power block and the
grip wheel.
Stop the capstan.
Open the zip in the tail of the boom.
Remove the buoy from the end of the tail wIre.
Close the grip wheel.
Remove the capstan.
Continue recovery as before.
Continue hauling in boom until the reinforcing plate
is past the block.
Start the capstan and pull on the tail line. This will
haul the tail of the boom aboard.
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REPACKING THE BOOM
The boom must be packed in the hold starting with
the tail end. To do this, it is first necessary to get all
the boom back aft of the Oceanpack.
Open the engine Iowres.
Start the engine.
Erect the jib it if was lowered and lock it.
Check that the grip wheel is open.
Operate the power block to haul the boom over to
the deck aft of the Oceanpack.
Make sure suffICient hands are available to stack
the boom in neat folds.
As the boom comes over the block, the hand on the
port side should pull the water tube towards him.
The starboard hand should look farlh8 natural fold
in the air lube, and pull that towards him. so that
the boom is neatly f1anened as it is slacked.
When the last 15 feet of boom is reached, stop the
power block.
Unshac:1de the towing line from the tail altha boom.
Fold the tail of the boom into the Oceanpack hold.
Refit the doorto the Oceanpack hold. and put in the
safety pins. Make sure the lifting wires are outside
the hold. Arrange the end of the boom so that it lays
f1alin the bottom altha hold, up and over the stem
door and out onto the deck. Tuck the boom neatly
into the comers of the hold.
Start the power block and as the boom comes
down into the hold:
- lubricate and close each zipper.
- pack the boom into the full length of the hold.
Pay special attention to each end so that the
boom is neatly folded square across.
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Final Repacking of Oceanpack Boom
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Disconnect the air duct, the water pump, buoy, and
towing wire from the head of the boom.
Haul all the boom into the hold, until the head end
plates are up by the power block, then stop the
block.
Lower the jib.
Unload the boom from the black.
Erect the jib.
Reload the head of the boom into the jib.
Fold the tall end of the boom into the hold.
Disconnect the air duct and the water pump hyd-
raulic lines from the Oceanpack.
Roll up the air duct and load it into the hold, along
with the water pump and buoy and the capstan
unit.
Rotate the power block so that the grip wheel faces
aft.
Lower the jib.
Shut off the engine and tum the banery isolator to
OFF.
Shut and fasten the cab door.
Close the engine louvres.
FRAMO OIL RECOVERY SYSTEM
Introduction
Auid oil which has been contained by a boom can
be recovered from the sea surface by the Framo
skimmer. This system is SIitabIe lor mounting on
the aft deck of a rig supply vessel.
All of the actual oil recovery equipment is in the
skimmer unit, which floats in the water on the end
of the crane jib. A special hydraulic system allows
the jib to absorb the roll of the vessel, leaving the
skmmer resting on the surface.
Inside the skimmer are four sets of metal discs. In
action, these rotate, and are seltodipintooilon the
water surface. The oil coats the discs, and so is
carried up off the water. Scrapers remove the oil
from the discs, and channel it into a well, from
where it is pumped up to the vessel.
The sides of the well (the 'weir') are normally
raised. In thick oil, the weir can be lowered to allow
the oil to flow freely Into the well. The pump can
handle up to 400 tons of oil per hour.
"The Frame system is usuaty powered by a Gen-
eral Motors diesel engine. (A Deutz engine is also
available). All the power systems are hydraulic. A
hydraulic starter system is also fitted. There is no
electrical system in the Framo.
Framo Skrnrner Unit
Disco
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MOUNTING THE FRAMO
Each Framo system is mounted on a wheeled trailer. This trailer should be used 10 hoisl the Framo aboard
the vessel. The current operational plans call fortwo Framos, two Framo pumps and two 5000 gallon tanks
on the deck of one supply vessel. Clear the deck before shipping the equipment aboard.
If there ts time, the skimmer units may be detached and loaded separately. If not, check the tumbucldes
which hold the unit to the trailer.
The deck layout should be as the diagram shows. It ts normally easiest to load the outboard tank, the
ouboard Framo, the inboard tank and the inboard Framo in that order.
Be careful never to get underneath any equipment being hoisted.
Tanks
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The pictures in this section illustrate some
methods. The vessel's Rrst Officer should be on
Exactly how the unit is secured will depend on the hand and must be satisfied with the securing.
vessel. Chains and chain tensioners, bolts, cables
The Framo systems must be firmly secured
on the deck. The end of the trailer EtWay
from the power unit must be fim'Vy fixed, as and tumbuckles are the usual items used - an
it has to counter the weight of the jib and adequate supply should be available.
skimmer unit over the rail of the vessel.
Wire cable and turnbuckle Chains
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Bolts and wekied brackets
Tumbudde and welded bra::kets
The tanks are usualty secured by chains right around the middle.
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Make certain the following items are aboard and availa-
ble,
- Enough 6 inch cam-lock hose to run from each
Frame to the tank on that side;
- Framo auxiliary power unit and 2 TKS pumps:
- 100 yards of 6-inch floating hose;
- Diesel fuel;
- Lube oil, grade 10 N-30 or 10 W-40;
- Hydraulic oil;
- Hand held VHF sets;
- Hard hats, floater suits and rubber boots for cleanup
crew.
STARTING THE ENGINE
Some FramO systems come with a Deutz turbo-
charged, air cooled diesel. The infonnation here
applies to the GM engine. Instructions for the
Deutz engine are on the rear panel.
Before you start the engine, check:
Fuel tanks. There ~:~~~~!:i
is a large tank next r
to the cab which
feeds a small tank
below the engine.
Fill the large tank
with diesel fuel.
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Before leaving port, start the engine.
Check out the hydraulic systems.
Check that the starter pressure has
built up. Stop the engine.
Secure everything left on deck. Lash
down the skimmer unit.
Hydraulic Oil - Check that hydraulic oil is three
quarters up the sight glass on the main tank. Add
hydraulic oil until it is.
Also check there is hydraulic oil in the reserve tank.
Lube 011 - Check the lube oil dipstick and add oil
if necessary.
On GM systems, the dipstick is between the cab
and the main fuel tank, as shown. On Deutz sys·
tems. the dipstick isontheengine below the panel.
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REAR PANEL CONTROLS
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ALWAYS set the controls in the cab to these Pump the black fuel pump knob until you feel some
positions before you start the engine: pressure.
Push in the stop control on the panel.
CONTROL POSITION
Crane Control Levers ceo..
Pressure LeWll Contml ....
Speed Cootrol- Discs "'IvClockwise
Direction Contml-Discs Centre
Spoed eo.- - """ ..,
Set the stop latch on the engine.
- push the large lever across, and
- tum the small lever down.
Pull the start handle down.
Engine should fire and run.
Push the start handle back up.
If it fails, crank starter pressure up to 200 and try again.
Lifting-Floating Lever Uflj'g Repeat until engine starts.
Starter Pressure - Read the starter pres-
sure gauge. If it shows less than 200, work the
pump until the gauge reads 200.
Set the throttle to'mid-way'.
(In cold weather, prepare to squirt a little
Quickstart into the air intake).
CONNECTING SKIMMER TO THE JIB
This procedure is best done before leaving port.
Pull out throttle until engine speed is 1,700 RPM.
Tum the hydraulic valve on the engine panel fully
anti-elockwise.
You must now use the arm lifting controls.
The panel shows which lever moves which part of
the arm, and which way.
Move the arm carefully out from under the skim-
mer.
Release the hooks holding the skimmer in place.
Move the tip of the arm to the }oint on top of the
skillmer.
Adjust throttle so engine is running at 1,500 RPM (15 on
tachometer).
Allow to run for 5 to 10 minutes.
Check that the engine temperature and oil pressure are
normal.
Engine Revs should be steady at 1,500 RPM.
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Remove both safety pins and botts from the top of
the skmmer. 00 not put them down except in a
safe place.
Una up one set of hokts in arm joint with those in ski'nmer joint.
Refit bolt and pin.
Raise arm,liftingthe skimmercklarofframe. swing
cab round and lower the skimmer onto the ship's
deck.
You should now be able 10 fit the second bolt and
pin.
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CONNECTING THE DISCHARGE HOSES
There are five hydraulic hoses attached to the skimmer unit. They must be connected to the nozzles on the
arm.
Remove the dustcaps from each nollie and each hose fitting. "isnot possible to make a wrong coupling.
Tojoin a hose and nollie, wipe the nozzie and hose end, pun back on the lock ring, push in the hose, let the
lOCk ring back into place and tum to lock it.
Connect the large cargo
hose from the skimmer to
the fitting on the arm. Make
sure the rubber washer is in
pmee and that the hose is
on straight before you push
down the Cam·Lock hand-
les. Lash the handles with
thin rope.
Fit another large discharge hose to the outlet on the arm next to the cab.
Again make SlKe the washer is in place and that the hose is straight on. lash these handles as weU.
Fit the other end of the discharge hose to the tank you are using to hold the recovered oil.
If it is 001 a bolted or locked joint, lower the hose into the tank and lash securely in place.
Check that the bleed valve on the bottom of the end of the tank is closed.
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SKIMMING
To begin skmming, accelerate the engine to its
working speed of 2,500 RPM.
Uft the slUmmer unit clear of the rail, swing it out
over the side of the vessel ard klwer it into the oil
inside the boom.
NOTE: Avoid lifting the skimmer unit with the
outer two sections of the arm extended more than
you need to keep the skimmer clear of the vessel
and level.
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When the skimmer is in the water, move floating-
lifting lever to 'floating'.
Pull main arm section lever back.
Reduce 'pressure control lifting cylinder' until the
skimmer is just floating. The pressure gauge
should be reading between 90-110.
Select 'disc rotation direction'. Start the discs
rotating slowly. The correct direction Is outward at
the top. The helper should watch through the top of
the skimmer to check the direction if the operator
cannot see.
Increase disc speed to operating speed. Gener-
ally, this will be 'fulr. For very thin layers, reduce
speed until helper can see very little water being
taken into pump-well. The speed should not need
to go below about :v. of full speed.
Start transfer pump, set on low speed.
If the oil layer is very thick, lower the pump well,
using 'pressure level control' until water just starts
to flow into the well, then raise it just a little.
Adjust the speed of transfer pump to suit the rate of
the oil flow into the well, which can be seen through
the top of the skimmer.
The main operator has two major things to do.
1. To keep the skimming action going. Todothis:
- use the 'pressure lifting cylinder' to keep the
skimmer unit fioating correctly.
- use the arm and cab controls to move the
skimmer around inside the boom to 'sweep up'
the oil.
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2. Watch the gauges in the cab for signs of trou-
ble.
- Asudden drop in a pressure gauge. This would
be because of a leak in the hydraulics, low
hydraulic oil level or an obstruction in the discs.
WORKING AS A TEAM
The operator must stay in the cab at an times. Once
the engine is started, the helper should stay by the
panel, watching the gauges until engine is warmed
up. The helper should then guide the operator
while getting the skimmer unit connected, and into
the water.
He should then watch the skimmer action through
the skimmer's ports, until proper skimming is
achieved.
The helper has several things to check on at reg.J-
lar intervals.
1. Check the level of oil in the receiving tank and
bleed the water from the bottom of the holding
tank.
2. Check the engine control panel.
- oil pressure and temperature. If either
waming light is on, get skimmer aboard,
shut down engine and tell your superior.
- hydraulic oil temperature. A sudden rise
probably means the discs are blocked with
debris.
3. Check the levels of fuel and hydraulic oil.
It Is very Important that Deutz engines
are not allowed to run out of fuel.
4. Check the skimmer by looking over the side of
the vessel. See that
- all the discs are turning freely,
- not too much water is being taken in,
- the pump well is not empty or com~tely
full. This can happen if the pump is running
too fast or too slow.
CLEARING SKIMMER DISCS
If debris gets in among the discs, it can jam them
and cause the hydraulic system to overheat.
There are two ways to clear a blockage:
- Stop the transfer pump and reverse the rotation
of the discs for a moment. Then return to first
direction. If blockage is cleared, start pump
again and continue skimming.
- Stop transfer pump and discs, bring skimmer in
close to side of vessel, hoist aboard and clear
blockage by hanc:!. Return skimmer to water
and continue.
BLEEDING THE HOLDING TANK
Connect a suitable drain hose to the bleed valve
and run out over vessel side.
Open the bleed valve until water flow stops and oil
comes Qut, then close the valve quickly.
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RECOVERING AND STOWING
Getting the Skimmer Aboard:
Stop the discs rotating.
Run the transfer pump until the pump well is empty,
then stop the pump.
Bring the skimmer as close as possible to the side
of the vessel.
Move 'floating-lifting' lever to 'lifting'.
Raise pressure in lifting cylinders with 'Pressure
Control utt Cylinder'.
Lift the skimmer clear 01 the vessel's rail. Keep the
outer sections of the jib down as much as possible.
Swing the arm over the deck. Lower the skimmer
gently onto the deck.
Disconnect the discharge hose from the fitting on
the arm.
Make a 50/50 mix of diesel fuel and lube oil. Pour a
gallon of this mix into the pump well and pump it
slowly out of the hose back into a barrel.
Stowing Framo System:
It is advisable to leave the Framo system set up
until you reach port.
In rough weather, lash down the skimmer unit.
II it would be more convenient, disconnect the
skimmer head and lash it down. Park the jib out of
the way.
Disconnecting the Skimmer:
When the skimmer is on deck, pull the pins and
remove the bolts.
Disconnect the hydraulic lines on the boom. Re-
place all the dust caps.
Unbolt the cargo hose.
Replace the bolts in the flange, with the nuts on.
Raise engine speed to 1,700 RPM.
Move the jib to the parked position.
Reduce the pressure in the lifting cylinder to
minimum. Turn the main hydraulic valve on to the
rear panel to "min".
Push the throttle fully in.
Stop the engine.
OFFSHORE TRANSFER OF
RECOVERED OIL
(Thn. pho!nw.,..takenon en uen::". ualng ••UflfltY y..... ln pl8Ceot.
"nkltf).
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The power and hydraulic unit of the
Framo skimmer system can be used
to power a pump for transferring reo
covered oil to a tanker, so that more oil
can be recovered from the water.
The system is designed to use the
TK5 pump. made by Framo.
Attached to the pump is one hydraulic
hose, which runs to a small block with
a valve on it. Two hydraulic hoses
then come from this block, and these
must be attached 10 the Framo hy-
draulic system.
Connect the pump hydraulic hoses.
You are not able to connect them the
wrong way around. Close the valve on
the block near the pump. Tum it fUlly
clockwise.
Connect enough large cargo hose to
the outlet on the pump 10 reach the
V-piece.
Attach a lifting rope 10 the pump.
Lower the pump inlo the holding tank
until it touches bottom. Do not let the
hoses take the weight 01 the pump.
Connect the 6 inch cargo hose from
each punp to the inlet arms of the
V-piece.
Remove the sealing plate from one
end of the floating hose. and attach
the hose to the outlet arm of the y.
piece.
Attach a hauling tine to the other end
of the floating hose. DO NOT remove
the sealing plate from this end.
When the tanker comes into position
astem 01 the skimmer vessel, pass a
hauling line (messenger) to her.
Do not anempt to use any of the 'guns' or similar
equipment tor passing lines. Tell the vesser.s o!fi-
cars what has to be done and let them Ofgancze it.
Signal the tanker to haul over the ftoating hose.
When the hose is across and connected to the
tanker's intet port, signal you are ready to pump
When the tanker repies to go ahead, open the
control tap on the hydraul;c lines to the pump.
The engine in the power unit should be running at
1,700 RPM.
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8: NEARSHORE OPERATIONS
THE VIKOMA SEAPACK
PREPARATION FOR LAUNCHING
The seapack is a boom system for use
near shore or at sea in calm weather.
The actual boom is like the Ocean·
pack boom. except it has another
small tube (the cuff) on top which
keeps it afloat during laying.
The boom, the engine and the pumps
are housed in a 23 fl. fiberglass barge.
This may be carried or towed to the
scene of a spill by a larger vessel or
towed by trailer on land.
If the spill is near the launch site. the
engine can be started after the Sea-
pack is launched from land. If it is a
long tow, it is better to wait until you
are near the scene.
1. Check the fuel level.
2. Pump out the bilge. 3. Check the lube oil level.
4. Check the coolant level in the
radiator (do not remove the
cap when the engine is hot).
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LAUNCHING THE SEAPACK
It is best to launch from a wharf. Lower the Seapack into the water.
Attach steady lines to bow and stem.
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LAYING THE BOOM
STARTING THE ENGINE
Put on your lifejacket and get aboard
the Seapack.
Push the decompression lever and
the starter button.
When the engine is turning quite
quickly, release the decompression
lever, but keep the starter button
down, until the engine runs.
In cold weather, spray a little Ouick-
start into the air intake as you let go
the decompression lever.
Reach down inside the rear door and
turn on one air bottle and the main
valv8.
(It has been found that one bottle is
enough to deploy the boom and so the
second bottle can be kept for a spare).
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The holding vessel should now go
alongside the 8eapack, recover the
tail line and make it fast.
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Then the towing ....essel should steam downwind
at about 1 knot. The vessel holding the tail ~ne
should hold station. When the tail line tightens, the
reardoorwill come off automatically and the boom
will start to come out. The cuff will alOOmaticaJly
inflate.
Once the boom-laying has begun, it should con-
tinue smoothly until all the boom is deployed.
If the laying is interrupted, you will have to go back
aboard the Seapack and tum on the second air
bottle when restarting.
When the yellow stripe on the boom comes out of
the hoki, there are 100 feet left to go. The vessel
should slow.
As the last part of the boom comes out, it pulls the
pin holding the clutch disengaged and the pin
holding up the water pump. This allows the air and
water pumps to inflate the boom.
As the boom starts to inflate, the towing vessel
should stop and maintain station until the boom is
lully inflated.
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The tail~nd vessel should recover the
rear doorwith the air bottles attached.
The boom is now ready to deploy
around a spill.
For patterns of deployment, see the section on Near-
shore Operations on page 87.
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WHILE THE BOOM IS DEPLOYED
Every 12 hours, you should go aboard
the Seapack.
1, Stop the engine.
2. Wart a few minutes for the
oil to drain down.
3. Check the fuel level. (Full
tanks should last 8 days).
4. Open the hatches in the
floOr of the hold. Check the
bearings for looseness and
the universal Joints. (This can
also be done by disengaging
the clutch if you want 10 keep
the engine running).
5. Check the oil level and top
up if it is low.
6. Restart the engine. Go
back aboard the main vessel.
RECOVERING THE SEAPACK BOOM
The best place is a wharf but carefully inspect the
area to see if there are nails or other sharp objects
which could damage the boom.
There are a number of ways of pulling the boom
ashore. The basic idea is always the same, but a
power block and crane truck, as used by the Cana-
dian Coast Guard in St. John's, makes the opera-
tion much easier. This section will describe recov-
ering the boom using this equipment.
If at all possible, park the truck with open water
downwind, and some clear flat space on the other
Side of the truck.
layout some lifting cables on this clear space.
Connect the hydraulic lines from the truck's auxil·
lary outlets to the bIod<. Start the truck's engine
and switch on the hydraulics.
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Hang the bk>ck from the crane hook, and raise it
just clear of the deck. Run the block, and lurn it
around so that the top of the block is turning away
from the water. Stop the block.
When the vessel towing the seapack arrives, it
should tow the boom past the recovery point until
the tail end of the boom is near the recovery point.
A small boat - such as a Boston Whaler - is also
needed for the recovery operation.
The small boat should recover the tail line of the
boom, and bring it to the recovery point.
The towing vessel should then put a man aboard
the seapack with a hand radio and release the
towing line.
ABOARD THE SEAPACK
Oeclutch the engine and insert the spare pin to
hold the clutch open. Close the throttle, and close
the fuel suppty valve. This will stop the engll'l9.
ABOARD THE SMAll BOAT
Go to the tall 01 the bc::x>m and open the first few
zips in the side 01 the air tube.
Keep opening zips when they approach the shore
as the boom is hauled in.
ASHORE
1. Pass the tail line through the block. 2. Run the block until the tail of the boom is next to
the block. Stop the bk>ck.
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3. Swing and lower the block to
the edge of the wharf. Start
the block and haul the tail of
the boom through.
4. Keep the block running
sk>wly and raise the block to
about 15 feet above the
deck. Be careful not to strain
the hydraulic lines.
S. Pull the tail of the boom over
to the clear space where it
will be stacked.
6. lay the tail of the boom over
both lifting cables. Keep
hauling in the boom, laying it
concertina-fashion over
both lifting cables.
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7. As the boom is coming
through the block, the recov-
ery crew should straighten it
out so that the water tube is
on one side and the air tube
on the other.
·'
1. Find the tool kit..
2. As-the yeflow band (100 foot mart<:) Is going
.J ~r:i~~:t::t:~~~psthe end of
3. Open the halch,ln the aft floor of lhe hold.
4. PUllthe pin which hOlds the Y!'ater tube to the
PUl'J'lP·
!?, Ull8hack,Ie the tdWlng wlte~f.rom the rings on
the transom. \ .
The bOOm~ free of the 5eap8ck.
I
6. 'HalttthQsmallboatco'mel~.fakeYOUIn~
7. Lay the f1e)lIbM.bulkhead' over th8 Ian .d&!. )
Clamp It In place with the ring. •
ASHORE
I
ABOARD THE SMALL BOAT
Tow the 888pBCk hull to Its recovery point.
un It o.ut of l~water using ihe cables l\I18Ched (or
use t~ trailer on a sUpwa\'.) •
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HURUM FLEXY-BOOM
The Hurum Flexy·Boom is made on a
different principle to the Vikoma-type
booms. It consists of 50 foot by 18 or
36-inch PVC sheet sections. These
have weights along one edge and
floats sewn in three-quarters of the
width up toward the other edge, so
that they float upright in the water. Ca-
bles run through the top and bottom
edges to take the strain when de-
ployed and at the ends of each section
are stiffeners which slide into the join-
ers used to join sections together.
Hoop lor
_Ide
cable
Float
Joiners
The joiners consist of two split tubes
joined along their length. The end
edges of the boom sections slide
down into these tubes and the catMes
are shackled together to connect sec·
tions.
Locally, it has been found more effec-
tive to store the boom wi1h 10 sections
already joined to make 500 foot
lengths ready for deployment.
There are special joiners to make an-
choring points, and to put at the head
of the boom for towing.
This type of boom is designed for
containing oilspills in calm, shenered
water, such as harbours or small
coves, or inland waters. It is mainly
used either to enclose spills, or to
protect sensitive points from ap-
proaching uncontained slicks.
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LAUNCHING THE BOOM
Any spot where the trailer can be
parked within about eight feet of the
edge of the water will be suitable. This
may be a beach or a wharf.
Park the trailer about eight feet from
the edge, with the right-hand side of
the trailer parallel to the edge.
If the trailer is on a wharf, remove the
wharf roller from the trailer, and attach
it to the wharf wheel-guard with the
clamp screws.
Remove the towing buoy from under-
neath the trailer. Pull down the top
fleet of boom from the trailer. set the
buoy with the sloping end of the float
away from the boom. Slide the rein-
forced end of the boom into the slot on
the buoy.
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Shackle the boom cables to the bUOy.
Tie a length of one inch line to each
towing attachment on the sloping
ends of the float and fix these to a
towing line.
TOWING
ATTACHMENT
Pass the tree end of this towing line to
the boat which will tow oulthe boom.
When the line is made fast, pull clown
a couple of fleets (folds) to allow some
slack in the boom.
Launch the towing buoy into the
wat~r.
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The boat should then go ahead very
slowly, and directly away from the
launch site.
As the slack is taken up in the boom,
unload more fleets from the trailer and
assist them lnto the water, over the
roller if it is used.
The amount of boom you need to put
out depends very much on what you
are doing with it. Each trailer holds two
500 foot lengths. These can be joined
together, or disconnected at 50 feet
intervals to give the length you need.
When all the boom required is out, tow
it lnto position with dockside joiners,
anchors, or by having the end(s)
made fast ashore.
JOINING TO A DOCKSIDE
Each trailer carries two special anachments for
joining the boom to the side of a dock or other
structure. They are only for use when the structure
itself makes an oil-proof seal for one side. If that is
not the case, the boom must go to the edge of the
water, even if that is under the structure.
The dockside joiners each consist of a long split
tube fixed to a long back plate. They allow the
boom to seal against the structure, but to move up
and down with the tide. The boom is connected
using an anchoring buoy.
Fix the plate to the side of the dock, using the large
nails supplied. At low tide, have ¥.. of it out of the
water, at high tide, ¥4down in the water. If tha tide is
running, abOut half in and half out should be right.
Slide the buoy down into the spliltube. Make sure it
can run smoothly in the tube.
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ANCHORING
As you can see from the section on depk>yment,
anchors must nearty always be used. Danforth-
style anchors are best, but in an emergency any
type may be used.
Go alongside the join between secUons where you
want to anchor the boom.
Unshaclde the cables from the joiner and sUde the
ends of the boom out of the tubes. Be careful not to
drop the joiner.
Shackle sufficient line, usually three to five times
the estimated depth of the water, to the anchor
chain, and to the anchoring buoy.
Put the anchoring buoy over the side and slide the
ends of the boom down into the split tubes. Shackle
the top and bottom cables on each side.
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Tow the buoy out to where you want it to be. Then
go further out, paying out the anchor line as you go.
Keep strain on the line to stop the bUOy moving.
When all the line is out, heave the anchor over-
board. Be careful that the line is well clear of the
propallor.
RECOVERING THE ANCHOR
Retrieve the line from the buoy.
Head out in the direction oflhe anchor. Take in the
line as you go and coil it.
With the line over the bow of the boat, passover the
anchor very slowly, while hauling on the line. The
anchor should come free. Haul it in and get it
aboard.
If you have to leave the anchor temporarily, tie a
marker buoy securely to the line and release it.
RECOVERING THE BOOM
Arrange to have 5 men at the trailer.
Recover all anchors.
Release the boom from its moorings.
Tow it (if necessary) to the launch site.
Pass the towline up to the hands at the trailer. The
boat should then take up the tail of the boom, to
make sure it does not foul during recovery.
Haul in the boom (up bver the roller if it is being
used) and pack it onto the trailer at the same lime.
As any anchor buoys come ashore, stop, detach
the cables, remove the buoy, reconnect the boom
with a joiner and reshackle the cables. Continue
recovery.
Recover any dock mounting plates, and check
arouncl for other gear, such as joiners, shackles,
ole.
Stow all gea aboard the trailer.
Lash the boom down to the trailer.
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THE SLlCKLICKER
Marine fuel oil (Bunker C) and old
'weathered' crude oil present special
problems for cleanup, particularly in
the cold waters off Canada's East
Coast. This is because these oils
would be bek1N their 'pour point'. This
means thaI they would not be liquid,
but rather the oil would be very tarry.
In this condition, the oil cannot be
pumped, so most recovery equipment
will not work. The only system found to
be effective so far is the $Hcklicker.
The basic idea of the $Iicklicker is a
conveyor belt made of a material
which will attract oil but not water. The
manufacturers supply a terrycloth belt
which must be soaked with oil before it
will work. The Canadian Coast Guard
has experimented with neoprene rub-
ber belts which perform more reliably.
The $Iicklicker has to be mounted on
a barge with low freeboard, which
makes it unsuitable for open water
work. In sheltered waters however, it
can be very effective.
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SETTING UP THE SLlCKLICKER
Fix the roller frame to the main frame.
Connect the raising line from the block
on the main frame.
If the belt ends are joined, pull out the
pin to separate them.
Loosen the pressure between the top
rollers with the tumscrews.
Adjust the tensioning roller at the end
of the frame right in. Thread the belt
between the top rollers, around the
roller frame and rejoin the ends.
Connect the hydraulic lines from the
power unit to the hydraulic motor.
STARTING THE ENGINE lower the end of the frame to the water.
Check the fuel tank (gasoline) and lube oil levels. With a terrycloth belt, the end of the belt must just
touch the oil.
Pull out the choke if the engine is cold.
With the new rubber bells, it may go into the water.
set the thronle half way.
Pull the starter.
Allow the engine to warm up.
Tum the large wheel to allow pressure to the hyd-
raulics.
This controls the speed of the bell.
Start the belt running slowly.
Apply some pressure to the top rollers with the
tumscrews.
Adjust the belt tension and tracking with the tx>nom
roller.
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Put a container behind the outlet at the back of the
slicklicker to receive the oil.
If there is linle wind or current, it will be necessary
to use rakes to bring the oil to the end of the belt.
Adjust the speed of the belt to give the best recov-
ery rate.
SLICKBAR TRANSVAC 5000
In nearshore spills of fresh crude Of lighteroils. the
Transvac is a very effective recovery system. One
four-eylinder Ford diesel drives a vacuum pump,
which sucks oil into a large tank through upto three
manta-ray type skimmer heads. These float on the
water, with openings at the level of the oil.
A second Ford diesel runs a discharge pump to
transfer the oil through two outlets into large tanks
or rail cars. Because of the high vacuum, there are
a number of valves which must be opened or
dosed for various operations.
These are:
Valve #1. Vacuum pump intake vent
2. Vacuum pump exhaust vent
3. Suction hose blowback
4. Tank vacuum relief
5. Discharge hose suckback
The oi~ and air taken n with it, goes into the large
tank. Inside, the oil faJls 10 the bonom through a grid
which strains out any debris. The air passes
through the tank 10 the outside.
The oil collects in a sump. From there it is removed
by another pump, which is powered by a second
Ford diesel engine.
The Transvac may be used from the shore, or
mounted on a suitable vessel, such as a barge.
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PREPARING TO SKIM
Join together enough lengths of 3-inch or 4-inch
hose so that it will reach from the Transvac to
where you are going to skim with at least 20 feet of
hose floating in the water. Make sure each join
contains a gasket.
Connect the skimmer head to one end.
It has Cam-lock fittings. Close the handles and
lash.
Put a hose ftoaton the end of the hose, and atS foot
intervals along the hose.
Uncap one oHhe discharge outlets. Check that the
washer is in place.
Connecllhe discharge hose.
Run the hose to the receiving tank.
Fix the hose to the tank, by bcMts or by lashing.
Launch the skimmer head.
STARTING THE ENGINES
Check on BOTH engines:
Fuel tanks are full.
Radiators are full.
Disengage the clutch on the discharge engine.
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lube oil levels are correct.
Top up any that are low.
Check that vacuum-tank door is properly closed.
The handles should only be hand-tightened. They
are made of brass, and can easily be damaged or
broken if they are screwed too tight.
Open valve #1
(Valves are OPEN when the handle is ALONG the
p;pe).
Close vaNe #5
Open valve #2
Close valve *3
Close valve #4
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Tum ignition switch to ON. The warning lights
should light up.
Pull the thronle halfway out.
Push and hold in HEATER PLUG bunon. Count 30
seconds.
Push the oil pressure sensor override. Hold it in
until the engine starts and the oil pressure is up.
Push start bunon.
If the engine tries to start but faners, release the
start button (but not the HEATER PLUG button).
Wait 5 seconds.
Push start button again.
In cold weather, with a cold engine, spray a little
Quickstart into the air Intake as you push the
$TART button.
When the engine is running, set the throttle for a
fast idle.
SKIMMING
Check that the skimmer head is floating level.
If it is uneven from side to side, undo the CAM·
LOCK, level up the skimmer and tighten the CAM-
LOCK again.
Close valve #1.
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Start the vacuum pump engine the same way.
Allow about 5 minutes for each engine to warm up.
Check the panels to see that no warning lights
are on.
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WARNING LIGHTS
Once the Transvac is operating, you
must adjust the pumping speed to slit
the amount of oil being recovered.
The Kghts on the panel indk::ate how
good the balance Is. The idea is to
keep the bottom (green) light on, and
all the other lights off.
There are several ways of doing this.
but the manufacturer suggests that
this is how you should do it.
Run both engines at about 1500 RPM.
Keep the discharge pump engine's
clutch disengaged and keep valve #1
closed until the green Nght comes on.
When the green light comes on, open the SOOlp
valve, engage the clutch and open the laver on the
oullet being used. The Transvac will now be
pumping out oil.
If the amber light comes on, speed up the dis-
charge pump engine a little.
If the amber light stays on, open vaNe #1 slightly.
This allows some air to leak into the vacuum pump
and makes it less efficient. This Is better than
slowing the vacuum pump engine.
The amber light should soon go out. When it does,
you may ck>se valve #1 a little (not all the way) or
slow down the discharge pump engine a little.
Continue making small adjustments to valve #1
and the engine speed until the green light stays on,
but all the other lights are out.
tfthe HIGH LIQUID LEVEL (REO) Iightevercomes
on, you must act quickly.
Stop the suction by opening valve #1. Push in the
vacuum pump engine's throttle to slow the engine.
Continue pumping out with the discharge engine.
tf the 'HIGH TEMP. VAC PUMP' (REO) light comes
on, it usually means that the suction line is blocked.
See the section on Clearing Suction Unes.
STOPPING THE ENGINES
NORMAllY
Disengage the clutch for the discharge pump en·
gine. Open valve #1 forthe vacuum pump engine.
II the engine is hot, allow it to run at last idle for five
minutes.
Push in throttle until the engine is running at a stow
idle.
Tum the ignition switch to OFF.
Push the throttle right in.
EMERGENCY
If petroleum vapours are present, a diesel
engine may start to accelerate out of con-
trol. If this happens, use the EMERGENCY
STOP procedure.
Put1the safety pin.
Push in the damper pIale
Tum the ignition swrtch to OFF
eo
CHECKS WHILE RUNNING
- Oil pressure waming lights. If one lights up,
shut down the engine quickly.
- Temperature gauges. Should be in the NOR·
MAL range. If high, disengage clutch on dis·
charge engine, open valve #1 and set engines
to fast idle. If temperature does not drop, shut
off engines. Allow them to coe>f down. Check
water level in radiator.
- Ammeters. Should show "Charge". If showing
"Discharge", you may have trouble starting
engines next time.
- Fuel tank levels. Do not let the engines run out
of fuel.
- Panel waming lights. Only the green light
should be on.
CLEARING SUCTION LINES
The main problem you are likely to have is a block·
age in the suction hoses. There are several ways
you can tell jf this has happened: -
- You will see debris around the skimmer head.
- The vacuum gauge shows more than 18
inches.
- You cannot see oil flow through the glass on
the inlet port.
- The air coming out of the vacuum pump outlet
is very much hotter than normal.
- The suction hose to the skimmer stops 'pul·
sing'.
There are two ways to clear the hose:
"blowing back" or by hand.
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BLOWBACK PROCEDURE.
Open valve # 1.
Open vatve #2
Disengage the discharge pump clutch.
Disconnect the blocked suction hose from
its port.
COnnect the hose to the blowback outlet.
Open valve #3
Close vatve #2.
Accelerate the vacuum pump engine to
1,500 RPM.
This should clear the blockage.
CLEARING THE HOSE BY HAND
tf it does not work, the second way to clear
the hose is by hanel.
The most common ptaces to get blocked
are where the hose connects to the inlet
port, and where the hose connects to the
skimmer head
Slow vacuum pump engine to idle
Open valve #2
Close valve #3.
Disconnect the suction hose Irom the
blowback outlet.
CLEANING OUT THE TANK
How often you have to do this depends on the
amount of debris in the oil slick.
A garden rake or a clam rake is a good tool for this
job. You also need a container to put the oilydebfis
in.
Slow both engines to idle.
Open valve #1. This stops the suction.
When the flow of liquid from the discharge pump
stops, disengage the clutch and close the sump
valve.
Open valve #4.
Make sure there are no ~ghtedcigarettes or pipes
or other flame sources around.
Open the tank door.
Rake out the debris.
Check inside to make sure it is free of debris.
Recover the skimmer head, dismantle the
hose and clean out
Reconnect the hose to the skimmer head
and to the inlet port.
Launch the skimmer head.
Close vaNe #1
Close vaNe #3.
Close valve #4.
You will now be skimming again.
Close the door.
Close valve #4.
Open the sump valve.
Engage the clutch.
Accelerate both engines.
Close valve #1 and continue skimming.
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DISCONNECTING THE DISCHARGE HOSE
Slow both engines to idle.
Disengage the clutch.
Open valve #5. This draws all the liquids in the
hose back into the tank. Allow 2 minutes.
Open valve #1.
Close valve #5.
Disconnect the discharge hose.
Shut off the outlet:
To reslKfl8 skimming, reconnect the hose, open When the Transvac istobe shutdownafterthejob:
the outlet, engage the Clutch, close valve #1 and
accelerate the engines. - Flush the tank and discharge pump with fresh
water;
- Drain the water out of the pump through the
valve on the pump base.
- Pour a bucket of light oil into the tank and tum
the pump a few revolutions.
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SMALL DISC SKIMMERS
These small skimmers wol1< on the same principle
as the Framo system, that is they use rotating discs
to skim the oil from the surface of the water. How-
ever, this type is much smaller and free-floating,
which make them suitable only for inshore, calmer
waters.
The normal use of these skimmers would be from
the shore or small vessels, in conjunction with in-
shore booms such as the flexy-boom. If a wharf is
used, the height above water should not be more
than 10 feet. If the power unit is to be mounted on a
small boal, the carrying capacity of the boat must
be sufficient for the crew, the power unit, the skim-
mer unit and the weight of the oil to be recovered.
If debris fouls the discs, shut off the hydraulic
power, recover the skimmer and clean it out by
hand. Be careful when lifting the skimmer from the
water. Make sure it does not swing against the
dock or other objects, which could damage it.
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Dismantling the system is the simple reverse of
setting it up. Stop the engine, disconnect the
hoses, and replace the cover on the skimmer unit.
There are several makes of small disc skimmers
available. The remainder of this section will use the
Morris Miniskimmer to illustrate their use, but all
types operate on the same principles.
SETTING UP
The power unit supplies hydraulic power to the
skimmer unit for two purposes, to tum the discs,
and to powerthe pump which transfers the oil to the
recovery tank.
Connect the three hydraulic lines to the power unit.
Wipe each fitting before you make the connection.
The fittings for each line are different, so you can-
not make wrong connections.
To connect a line to an outlet, pull back on the
knurled ring on the female fitting, push the line onto
the outlet, let the ring spring back and twist it
clockwise.
Connect the lines to the skimmer unit in the same
way.
Connect the discharge hose to the skimmer unit.
Fit the other end to the tank you are using, either
with a proper fitting or by lashing.
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Remove the wing bolts and lift off the top COV8f'.
Tie a lifting rope to the lugon the topofthe skimmer
unit.
LAUNCHING THE SKIMMER
Any suitable lifting system can be used to launch
the skimmer, even hand-lifting by three or four
men.
Lower the skimmer gently into the on.
STARTING THE POWER UNIT
Check that the fuel tank is full.
Check the lube oil level.
Check the hydraulic oil leveL
Set the pump control to neutral.
Start the engine as described in
Chapter 4.
SKIMMING
The pump and disc speed controls are pre-set. To
begin slU'nming, simply engage the main control
levers.
If the pre-set speeds fOf the discs and pump are
lost, or are unsuitable, they can be adjusted by
tuming the controls.
Adjust the disc speed according to how thick the oil
layer is.
The thicker the layer, the faster the discs can be
run.
By watching the discs and scrapers, you can see
whether much water is being taken in. If a lot of
water is being taken with the oil, run the discs a little
slower.
Adjust the pump speed according to the rate of
recovery of oil.
If the flow Of oil and water into the tank stops, run
the punp slower.
If the tubes below the scrapers on the d~ are
constantly full, increase the pump speed a little.
Use the lifting rope to manoeuvre the skimmer in
the oil, in order to recover as much as possible.
RECOVERING THE SKIMMER
Recovery of the skimmer is the reverse of launch-
ing.
Put pump control to neutral.
Uft the skimmer gently out of the water.
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SplI~ In 8 FloWing RIYer
Oil~ In ~ ftOwlng rfver'w:lll ~nd to
drtft to the outside of the bend•. ThII,
can be' used to make 'if1tatnmeni
more e"w.etfve. Two boom. are 1AU-
ally UIId in cue aome oH 8ICapeI
under the lI,.t one.
Oil collecls here
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PfOt",lng • Sm.1I Cov. or River
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The main feature here· la the"sttengih
of thI,¥fInd or the cLn8nl..11 both are
. nghl,.l0 boom can ~mply be """"" •
ICrOII the mouth. II .either la atrong,
Ny cun,nt more than 1 mph (2
~ph), or wind more than 30 mph (SO,
,.'kmph~ bo<It!t should be ee' to de-
flect I 00 to..the edges. where II call
be ,a y sldmmed.
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Dock
leaking Vessel Moored to Wharf
The important thing here is that the
boom goes around the vessel and
makes an oil-proof join to the dock
wall, or to the land under the wharf if
there is no barrier across the water
surface along the wharf.
Whenever a boom is deployed joining
to the land in tidal waters, remember
to make sure there is some way the
boom can rise and fall with the tide
and still contain the oil. Also, if the
boom will be out overnight, fix lights to
its buoys to prevent collision.
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· top al" the outboard end when the'"
'I pipet point down. .
·_tUm...ep("".,.;~lth.yboncl r.
. oft, '" .'.'
· .R.....·ti.. t.~. 'or 'I", othor'
. bOOm. Make )tlu have o....boom
.S'thopo~7~~~r,~,
,',
".'
<. ~
"
UfT..IIZ·,thIS1Ul
" 'Itt.
: .,~'"
m.u~nJArrrk--~4 -
«
.I 5'UYJ[1UUIlSIOXPJ'(
I
. / -
UIS Df IIGZlLE PUALUl TO .......
m(of snu.,ooll sruY MOUl!
Screw an.adap!or and 8 nozzle Into
each plpe:Make sure the slot In each
nozzle Is parallel to the .~m.
Tum-the s~ard glmtial.so it f8C.es •
fore and atl. Screw the starboardboom Into the gimbal from the forWard
side. MakljI sure You'have boom out·
aide the mast. Have someone hold
the outboard end of the boom.
Now screW one of the double lem~1e
t!O&ealnlo the bOOmend. Thedrawlng
~hows ,thiS for the starboard side.
~Ilect tht looSe end 0' the wire rop;,'
which IS"jolned to the top outside lug
o"n the mast. ..
Attach this ~nd 10 the"topoutboa~t~g
on· the boom with a thimble and~ ____
shackle.
~''-'" '~~length of this w~re 80 t~l
1h8-·boom Is abOut horizontal. You
should need aboUt 16 feet of the wire
. rope. CI8Alp'·the extra rope with three
V4 InCh wire clips. Thl8 Is caned, the
TOPPING LIFT.' . .
.>~
If the sea Is rough, shorten the wire to'
raise the end of the boom above hC1I1·
mntal80 It will notdtp Inlolhewater 88
the vessel rolls.
1/'~
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Take'2 wire ropes. ~ Inch dIameter,
.... 60 fee! long. Shackle oneto lhe outer
forward lug on the boom, Shackle.the
other to U'le. centre fOrward lug (~
and lug out on forward. side). '.
Leave rhe spare roP8'forY!ard on the
deck.
.•
·ShlllCkle one 30 fOOt V. Inch roPe to
each aft lug on the boom. There are 4 .
rugs. Pass the spare -lengths outside
the masl and back onto the deck.
Tie 40 feet 8188\ rope to the outer top
lug on the boom. Pass the rope back
out'.~. the ro.!'st on to the deck.
Uft.l~ boom over the rail.
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2. RIGGING THE SURFACE-
BReAI5ER"BOARDS.
Lay out three 9u~ace·break8r boards
across the deck an of the mast. Have "-
the sloping' edge forward and under-
neath.
HaUl In the,. rope aft. and payout.
• the' 2 wile ropes forwerd, so 1M! the
bOOmawlOOsout: eto'pwhentlle~
Is llned'up with the two masts.
.I Take' up any al';k lri. the tWo wire
ropes. toop tt~m .around 8 sampson
post (or anothfr convenient fixing)
welllorward.· . ~
Ax tlFtl'looae end JO Ita rope with
"three, ~ Inch 'wire rope_clips.' <
.Make laal the sisal :rope astern, so n
holdslhe boom flrmly against the two
'wlre.rppea. '. .' \
Repeat all these steps on the other"'
side of lhe vessel.
Bolt the coupling bars ,to the~ars 01
the boal'ds, JuSI behInd the front edge.
Use the 4 by 2 inch washers on the
outside. .
=~~:=~~~~~~I~n~tCh
Fit a8!)SpUnk to each shackle andone
to'the oute'r af)CI Inner couPling bar
.~8~88well.
Collect the free ends of the fOur haul-
Ing wires on the bOOm. \
'CUp tho he el)d of each "'re .. the
anar>I!'kI, In the proper order. 88 in
the drawing~ the bottom ollh8 next
pegt,
I.· ••·.·,;·· .,..'; .,:,' ,.:... ·,.. .,:"..t
;;.
..-
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TIe 51h feet of alaat'rope llIOUnd the
back edglls 01 the ~uter and middle
. boards In a Il.ck loop.
Do thIs lO the Inn,r and middle boards
&swell.
TIe 35 ~t of slsal rope to the Inner·
;:a~:t~landtleth&~rendto
TIe two double-eyed hoats to .the top
sideof the cOupingbara ofeach In the
outsr ancIlnner boards.
RePeat these steps forthe otller aide.
Be careful {lOt to cioss ttle ropes. '
3. LAUNCHING THE SURFACE
BREAKERS. .
The veSsel should go ahead as aIow .
... as possIble. .
Push the starboard eet of boards over
t~ rail. Be careful noi.to tangle the"
Z~::e~~~,:the'V88881
When the boards are trllliing properly,
a1eckenth8 rope tied to the gimbal, So
It takes no strain. . •
Repiat this lor the port skse with the
~Igolngtoport.
115
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4. SETTING UP THE PUMP SYSTEM.
There are two types of pumps, but the engines
used are the same.
Choose aconvenient place at the an deck and lash
down the pump unit
If you are using barrels, stow the barrels of disper·
sant near the pump unit. Make sure all the bungs
are on top.
Fit the dispersant intake hose to the outlet if your
vessel has large tanks, or to the first barrel.
FUl the fuel tank with diesel oil.
Connect the sea water intake hose to the pump
and to a sea water outlet.
Fit the Y-piece to the outlet.
Screw the hoses from the booms Into the ends of
the Y-piece.
Set the throttle to midway.
Start the engine with the cord. (Use a little
Ouickstart in cold weather).
The throttle is pre-set. Do not try to adjust the
engine speed.
You do not have to stop the pump to change barrels. Just pull
out the hose and put it into a new barrel.
Large slicks in the open sea are usually sprayed by going
around the edge and gradually wort<ing inward. You need to
keep the spray going continuously.
If the stick is near shore, the vessel wilt go back and forth parallel
to the shore. In this case, you should stop dispersant spray as
the vessel goes out of the slick to go about.
To stop dispersant spraying, shut off
the valve on the intake, or just pull off
the suction pipe out of the barrel.
There will still be spray, but it will only
be sea water.
To begin the dispersant again, put the
suction pipe back into the barrel, or
open the valve.
If the spill is heavy oil - bunker or
crude oil - and the weather is cold,
you might have to close off one outlet
valve on the pump. This way twice as
much dispersant is sprayed on one
side only. Do not do this unless you
are instructed.
This is the only control you can use.
Do not spray with either outlet valve
part-elosed. Only both open or one
open, one closed, for special condi-
tions as said before.
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proper application 01 measured amounts, which
ensures the maximum dlsperSaiwilh amlnimumof
harm. . .
~m disperSants are quite complex mixtures,
'and,whal the actUal Ingredients are Is 'nOt parllcu,'
larly Important. The.f89uJations covering their use
are quite strict. The" exact prodoctto,be uaed In an
Incident, how. !CIa applied and In wh(lil ainounts
would be decided by th8 On-SCene Commander,
In consutlatlon with advI90tS.
a. RECOVERING THE SURFACE
BREAKER BOARDS.
The vesael shOuld heave to:
Haul Ihe"bOards In overlhe rail and lay"
theln on tht:darpaulln.' ;'.
Slack 0" the sisal rope at the stem.
. Haul the boards alongside wllh the
roPe that.ls'lled to the gimbal and the
Inner bOard. .
Spread a large tarpaulin o~r the
deck.
AdIspersant chemical Is a substance wplch ena-
bles the 6U to break:up Into very SlT!a1l droplets
which wlll the!" disperse In the water.~hough this
does not remove the ol'.-It reducesJ.re hazard &nI;I
pre~nts the fOuling of shores, ~ats, w!IdMfe and
other objects In contact w.lth·'!'8 water.
Although the drspersants In use In the rate sbttles
, ..,mad to do more harm than. good, much.~rIt
h..go~ Int.()"thelr ImproVement since then, Those
available, today are claimed to be much les8
harmful to manl18 MfG. This Isgre'8tly. helped by the
'. Swing the boOm forward and bl"ing In-
board with lhe' slack 01 the lorward
ropes. .
.:',
\~-~~-..--~-~~
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SHORELINE CLEANUP,AND
DISPOSAL OF OIL ~ DEBRIS
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OIL ON THE SHORELINE
1. ~ocky ShoT" ,nd Cliff.
The action taken on rocky shores depends bn how
· acUve the'walef Is. If large waves are-common.
tf-en probably nature would be left to deal W\lh the
r~·pn· "8Cti9n Is necessary, lhe foloWlng sequence
· Could be followed ~
(I) :::;: ~~an~~~n8~~t~~~~~~~
sorbanl material below the rocks \
(il) Wash loose oil off with low pressure water
hoses:
(ill) II permitted. spray on concentrated oil·
based disp8!S.!Int.
(IV) Wash down with high 'Jlf8SSUt8 water or
• steam hoses or 3% waler-base dispersant
with hi(#l-pressure 'ilI!aler hose. You must
w·e. protecliw clothing and glasses.
(v) Remove the used sortlent and djspose.
then remove the'boom to another sectiOn.
2. S..ch••
If protection lrom spilled ollis too late or Is unsuc-
cessful, the beach ",lust be cleaned. Thisno~
~=:ceU:~~~==~~::~~=
or backhoes. pOss,lbly fitted with balloon·tyres on
.:~~~ak~~~=~~.beacheS, VO,II may have
· The sand or graJ.l must be r81T1Qv9d as deep as
:~:~~~~~~~:n:e:~I.::~~~~~
;~o~'=~=:.~:~~~:rH~
. 1.-
On some beaches, at certain times of the year,the"
bTElach may need to have Its material replaced II
• much Is rfmoVed:IThis CM be done with the same
equipme~ used tb remoVe the ollecl sand, , "
3,' listS! Fist., M.r.hy Shor.. a"~ E.lulrl••
I . -
~::ee ;~sl.rea~U::~yI':e=~s~:~ypf:n~::~
:;':z:~1:rl~~~~:YI~~~t, and co,vers a
=u~~P of the,. ,he",. ",,,,,,ally 'OliO". thJ.
0),.~: =~SS~~a1~Sn~ar~:~ loose oil
(i) SPf8ad sorbents over this oil, aJow ihe oil
to sink n. then remove and dispose, '
(iI) ~1th8r ,t leave t? nat,,!,e, or , , "
- cut and remove plants and" grluel"I ~~ remove contamlnlted mud end
~nd,or
Ipull up plants and gra8s8s by theirroots, and remove contaminated mudanel.s.net,Which .ctlon Is be,1 depends on ma~y clr-
cumsU(nces, and the decision would be lakan by
lhe controllers of lhe opeqUlon,
4, HLur Facllltl••~- -
, These are cleaned up In the lame way as rocky
....."'a. \ _
I
. "
OIL ON BOATS AND FISHING GEAR
. .
The maln requirement here Is to prevent the 011
'IOm"getting back Into the water. Cleaning usually
would Involve the useofdispersantchemicals, and .
so- must be dOne In a plmnl~ 81'88,
· Small Itema, Flahlng Gu' anef Sinall So••
Pulled Alhor. .
These would nOrmally be cleaned by w8stllng with
diSpersants a¥ w~~r In s'1lultable spot 8Sho~
where runoff can be collected. Runoff must not b.
allOWed Into dr8JnagB sys18ma, rtvers, ponds, bare
soil, beaches, ~r·the sea. . . '+
Largar Bolta',
· lhese would ~rmally be cleaned In port, In the
-same ,way as rocky shores. . .
DISPOSAL OF ~OlLECTED OIL
Jhere 818 fourW8~SOfdlipoSlng olcollectedoil, all
of which require QLJtslde consultation and assls-
lance. \ •
R.reflnlng • \
Oil picked up from the sea, in large quantities, can
:i::~:'; :fi:~:eh~,hC::~~~It. This Is
Burning and Bu~.I! • . .
These are' pc)sslble,but require government per-
mlaalon and superviSIon: Hawaver, they ,are the
· ::~~~eIY ~thod8.1pr unreflnable 011 anctfor oily
"Landtarmlng"
Bacte~la In 'soli can break down 011 which is
ploughed In. This al90would be under government
control.
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CONCLUSION
The main factors intluanclng ollspiU cleanUp operations In COld ocean cond~5a~ the weather and Ice
whlehcan alfectthe efficlencyolthe lecMlques used In a vnty ofways,lromcteating a mild hInclrance to
making" impossible to cont8In and nJcOver·the 011 with the presenllechnology. tee can al90 be helpful WI
certain COlidltions by keeping oa~lIS' 8wa~ from the shoreli(le. i
WIND
.:=:=O~~!a=r~~~~~' =al~~~::-~~U:m~:~~:.;~;
Is about the limit to wtjth most booms will contain waves. Mosilnshore IIk1mmersw1l1 be Ineffective In'
011. I(the 011 moves agBinst the boom al much mom wavesover3 ft. The offshore skimmers Buch as the
than 1 knot; some wlJlescape by running under- FRAMC? fro generBllyeffective'ln ~ell upto abOut"'
neath ,he boOm. Makinglhe boomd88perdoes nol eight '81'1, a~gh they will wort( In much higher
Improve the.s1tuaRon very much.. \~e...117sIf the waves are very tong.
In lhe open S88 this does not matter, bec'8Usettle ~
boom can ~so be snowed to move with Qle wind, Ts,MPERATURE
and so the real speed of the 011 against the boom I. .
.will be less than 1 knot. tic:)WeVer. lithe oU Is near Th8 effects 'Of temperatUre depend very much on
,shore In a strong onshore wind, booms C&nr¥ll Ahe Iype 01 011 spilled. For Rghl oiJa and gnollnft-
· keep all~ o~otrtheshoreline, although they.stili / type product5\ the lemperalU181S not V!JrY Impol'-
· stop quite a lot.. . . .I tant. However, with ctude oils and Bunker C It Ie •
Anothaf way 10 gei~ the problem In harboU'S: d!flerent slory. TNs Is because thalr"'~LI' point",
ornaarshorelstouseboomstoguidethaoYratnet the lowest te~[8ture at whICh lhey can be
than trap It, as de~ In the NeaBhore OP9{a. pum~ effectively Is otten abOve ~he range of _
Es section. This can be veryeffecltve. nOt oniy In temperal4l"es found In the envtrorvnant. The POll' •gh :Mnds, but also ~ h1~uirentareas!. ~~f=~~~be~~11~:n~t,U~=angely enough, winds can b! ftelpful}n some and auction akknmers, and sorbent mal8flals 8Ia
c1tCumstances.WhendangelOU801l~s~ Ineffe<:Uve. The SllCkllCker win recover 01 under
.~ g88Ol1('18 are spil\ed, winds speed up the 8Vap- these COnditions, but It Is unsuited for offshore
oration 01 lhe -spill, and also blow,::ay th8~ex~ wolf(. fhls Is one field where r85881Ch and de. .
~~=:=:'~:ea:oS8~:':=~:': ;:::,:ent In technology and technique, II
heavier fractions 01 ·the ClMS611 whICh do. not • .
.evaporate. - . -
ICE
WAVES .' ;' • . ~=:~r~~~:r::en(r~~:~~~~~ :~
Heavy 58as also hampe'r ol"pill coontenneasUr8a. general"marlna ectlvlty, pack Ice Is a more 18r:\OUI
·~~:~:~':'8J:=~~~~1~=~: =:'ae:r~~~~I~~f~::~~:
'/ '.
I
/ .
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can recover or dlspo88 of olf under pack Ice or
mlxed In wtth broJ(en ice. Research IS beIngdOne to
dl.:overways to deal with these problems, which
should be found before "'arge-acale prodllctlon
from arctic and northern oceans 18 begun. n.
CanadIan GOv_rnment', Arctic Marlna Ollaplll
Program Is one part of this research aptMty.
The Labradbr Sea presents. one of the hatsh85t
-:::;~~=~~~Ie~r:~,::.:ntw~~
::":,:I,~:r~~:~~.:=:~~":
c8ted In. {it ;'~'8;.the. development: o~ better,.Ice.
compa~ equipment 18 underway. Regardless of
=t:-.;::t~::tr:=:~~:::,;.:,~Ir~.
depend upon 'he 8J!;n1 of the operators. OCTU's=~n:8J~~:u~e= ~:U~~f~=:'
which ~r!1 ~1r. You 10 ~et that challenge.
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